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erig.Gen. Charles P. Cabell, Jr., USAF
*IS 9th DSMC Commandant

ear Adia oger D. ohnon

who has been commandant of
the Defense Systems Manage-
ment College since April 1984, ".
retired from the U.S. Navy on

October 1, 1985.
His successor is Brigadier General

Charles P. Cabell, Jr., USAF, who was
"- deputy for Airborne Warning and

Control Systems, Headquarters Elec-
tronic Systems Division, Air Force
Systems Command, Hanscom Air
Force Base, Mass., since March 1983.

Brigadier General Cabell received a
bachelor's degree in engineering from j.
the U.S. Military Academy and com-
missioned a second lieutenant in the
U.S. Air Force in 1958. He holds an
M.S. degree in astronautics from the
Air Force Institute of Technology, an
M.S. degree in systems management RADM Roger D. ]ohnson. USN Bix. Gol. carl,, P Cibell 1, U.,A.
from the University of Southern
California, and completed the Air War Navy/ Adiniral Turns Over Helm to a USAF General:
College in 1974. Brigadier General Cabell is the 3rd Air Force General

General Cabell received his pilot's To Serve as DSMC Coinniandant-
wings in 1959, and was assigned to
Chennault Air Force Base, La., where the Iranian Air Defense Program, jet engine complete repair concept. He
he flew B-47s; afterward, he was a B-52 director for the Combat Information attended the U.S. Naval Postgraduate
pilot at Loring Air Force Base, Maine. Systems Directorate, and assistant School, and earned an M.S. degree in

n 1general went to the deputy for Communications and Infor- June 1963, after which he served on the

Republic of Vietnam where he initial- mation Systems. Staff, Commander Fleet Air Western

ly served as an aircraft commander in Transferring to Wright-Patterson Pacific.

F-4 Phantoms at Cam Ranh Bay Air Air Force Base, he was deputy for
Base, and then as a forward air con- Reconnaissance, Strike and Electronic Reporting to the Power Plants Divi-
troller and air liaison officer flying 0-1 Warfare Systems, Aeronautical Sys- sion of the newly formed Naval Air
Bird Dogs in the III Corps area. He has tems Division. In September 1982, Systems Command in August 1966,
more than 500 combat flying hours. General Cabell was named command- Rear Admiral Johnson was a member

Returning to the United States, he er of the Aeronautical Systems Divi- of the TF-34/S-3 development team
sion's Air Force Wright Aeronautical and the early VFX/F-14 study and a

was assigned to the Satellite Test Cen- Laboratories. He is a command pilot specifications effort. He was assigned
ter, Sunnyvale, Calif., as director of
the field test force for a number of ith 3,500 flying hours to Commander Naval Air Force Pacific

satellite programs. He was selected to Admiral Johnson began his navy Fleet as the F-4 Fighter class desk of-

Ilaserve as military assistant to the direc- career as an electronics technician and, ficer, and was executive officer, Naval
tor of land warfare for the Directorate later, was graduated from the U.S. Air Rework Facility, North Island,
of Defense Research and Engineering, Naval Academy in June 1955. He Calif. After the Industrial College,
Office of the Secretary of Defense, entered flight training and was Armed Forces, he went to the Naval

," . Washington, D.C., and became mili- designated a naval aviator, reported to Air Systems Command as
tary assistant to the chief scientist of VFP-63, and was a team pilot and de- F-14/PHOENIX deputy project man-

the Air Force, Headquarters U.S. Air tachment maintenance officer flying ager, and project manager. Before
Force. At the Electronic Systems Divi- F9F-8 Cougar and FBU Crusader re- coming to DSMC, he was assistant

- sion, Hanscom Air Force Base, he held connaissance aircraft. He served in the commander for systems and engineer-
key positions including deputy direc- Power Plants Division of Fleet Air ing, Naval Air Systems Command,
tor for the Base and Installations Service Squadron NINE during the with a successive assignment as deputy "
Security Systems Program, director for developmental demonstration of the commander for plans and programs.N
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The Why, What and

How of the
Strategic Defense Initiative

h Taken from remarks made nuclear retaliation as the basis for system. From these two ,tudies

earlier this Year by Brigadier strategic deterrence and leading to the emerged the basis for a long-range
General Rankine to the American ultimate goal of eliminating the threat research program that the president in-

Institute of Aeronautics ad Astro- of ballistic missiles. itiated with his budget request submit-

nautics, Los Angeles. Calif. Immediately after that speech, the ted to the Congress on February 1

president directed that two studies be 1984. In October 1984. the Congress
he title of my presentation may accomplished to investigate the policy appropriated funds for the Strategic
have confused many of you, as and the technology implications of an Defense Initiative, financing the new

.it should, since there is only one effective ballistic missile defense hope for the future, first expressed by
Strategic Defense Initiative the president less than 19 months
(SDI), the one announced by earlier.President Reagan in his March 1983 Tobs nesadtesoeadZ"

t'lZ'iiO~ei nclde To best understand the scope and
"Defense Policy- speech. President Experiments eisionedbreadth of this initiative, I have
Reagan discussed his continued sup- demonlstrations of space-based sel- organized this presentation to answer
port for the strategic offensive modern- sors emplaced at high altitude for thre qu estiont wich
ization and arms control efforts. He boost-phase strleillance and tracking, will address the strategy and pocy- im--

challenged the scientific community to and a ,nidcourse surveillance stIstem plications of an effective ballistic
determine the feasibility of developing that will enable detection, tracking alid missile defense. Second, what?-which-5."misil ddefense.tio Secnd all bjets i ""

systems capable of destroying ballistic discrimbiiation of all objects in lo w i

1 1 wlldsriete cp

~~~missiles in flight, thus providing an Earth orbit. includinig ballistic inissile andl deorite ope ......-"
alternative to sole reliance on offensive -warlheads, decoys, and debris. n roiiso .l.
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the research program under way to Ballistic Missiles, Deterrence Effective Defense Criteria
I' determine technical feasibility. And The emergence of the nuclear-tipped First, it must be effective against the I

l-dballistic missiles in the late '50s and '60s systems and countermeasures that exist L.%
procedures we have established to cen- changed the timing of nuclear warfare or could be deployed. Second, it must
rye plaenrandz cntr the ogr, and thus reduced the importance of the be sufficiently survivable that it would

need for air defenses in the view of not encourage an attack on the system

In the long term, we have confidence many U.S. leaders. Because ballistic itself by either enemy defensive or of-
that SDI will be a crucial means by missiles are fast and unrecallable and fensive systems. If it were not sur-
which both the United States and the are becoming increasingly accurate, vivable, then it might invite a defen-
Soviet Union safely can agree to very they potentially are the most destabliz- sive suppression attack as a prelude to
deep reductions and eventually even ing of the currently deployed systems- an offensive attack, thereby decreas-
the elimination of ballistic missiles and -particularly the ICBMs, which may ing rather than increasing crisis
the nuclear weapons they carry. This be targeted against each other and, stability.
does not represent a shift from the therefore, have the potential of increas- Third, in addition to being effective
basic deterrent strategy of the United ing deterrence and adding to stability, and survivable, defenses must be able
States, but represents a new means for It would affect this by increasing sub- to be expanded to maintain effective-
enhancing deterrence. That policy, in stantially the uncertainties in the suc- ness at lower cost than any prolifera-
effect since the beginning of the nuclear cess of nuclear attack by an enemy, tion or countermeasure attempts to
era, has not changed in its fundamen- thoroughly confounding his targeting overcome them. If that were not the
tals, but our ability to deter has hinged strategy, and thus significantly reduc- case, the existence of defenses would
upon differing military capabilities ing or eliminating the utility of pre- encourage rather than discourage pro-
ranging from a balanced nuclear emptive attack. The system need not liferation. Providing for cost-effective
bomber and air defense capability in be perfct to accomplish this objective and survivable defense is the key chal-
the '50s to almost total reliance on the but must meet three important criteria. lenge to the Strategic Defense Initiative
threat of retaliation in the '80s. The technology program and illustrates theshifts in the basis for deterrence have An example of a directed energy need for research before an informed
been forced by the developments of wealon is the space-based laset sVs- decision to begin system development
various nuclear delivery systems and teni which offers the opfportrality to
not by fundamental changes in policy. intercept ballistic mIissilcs in the boost is possible.

phase f beore the can deploti their"
"(eIarheads and decoys. Since laser light m Brigadier General Rankine is the

penct'atcs the atmosphere, this type of special assistant for the Strategic
'71c may have potential in tilte de- Defense Initiative for the Air Staff and

,'tf'llst aga ibst airbrcathing missiles )I- Air Force SyStenms Command.
~~ailrcraft. .''
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Soviet Buildup cant change in Soviet military capabili- quired to defend against these weapon
In the late '60s and early '70s, the ty and could adversely affect the secu- systems as well.

tal work on an anti-ballistic missile SDI: Consistent with ABM Treaty Layered Defense Systems

d , system known as Safeguard. That sys- Having described the rationale for
tem, which was deployed in the mid- the program, I will now describe the
1970s, was dismantled shortly there- Strategic Defense Initiative have ar- technical scope of the program and
after, due in part to the fact that it gued that the research and technology what has changed during the last 10
could not maintain effectiveness program currently under way is incon- years that has made defense against
against proliferation. The United sistent with the ABM treaty and con- ballistic missiles both more realizable

States also hoped that not deploying flicts with arms control in general. and more effective. To do this, it is im-
U.S. defenses permitted by the ABM Quite to the contrary, the initiative is portant to understand the flight path
(Anti-Ballistic Missile) treaty would totally consistent with current U.S. of a ballistic missile and the various
encourage the Soviet Union not to ABM treaty obligations. The initiative regimeencourages olreerhadp regims in which ballistic missilesca

build more ballistic missiles. It did not. contemplates only research andexper- be attacked. It starts in the boost
Not only did the Soviets continue to imentation on a broad range of defen- phase, in which the ballistic missile, be-
build ballistic missiles, they also sive technologies to provide the basis ing thrust by a large chemical rocket,
relentlessly pursued technology for for a decision in the future whether or slowly rises from the face of the earth

defending against ballistic missiles, not to develop systems that would pro- en route to its targets. This phase can
vide an effective ballistic missile be characterized by an intensely brightAn example of this was shown in the defense capability. As we look toward pueta rvdsavr ag hr

U.S. Department of Defense publica- the future, effective defenses have the plume that provides a very large char-
tion 'Soviet Military Power 1984," potential of decreasing the value of acteristic infrared signature. In thispotentiale oflidecreasingltheilvalue of
which described a directed energy ballistic missiles as instruments of na- phase, the ballistic missile still has all
R&D (research and development) site tional strategy, thus increasing the its warheads attached. Attack in this
at Sary Shagan in the central Soviet likelihood of negotiating reductions in pecould provide large multiplier ef-
Union that not only could provide an those ballistic missiles. Negotiated fects and would thus provide maxi-ths alitcmssls egtae mum leverage from a defensive point
anti-satellite capability today but reductions in offensive forces, in turn, mu verage from a se pot
possibly a prototype for an ABM sys- will enhance the effectiveness of thei '-."or the bus deployment phase, war-
tem to be deployed in the future. As defenses. Thus, we have created a de- he s dpent pas ar-
you are all aware, the Soviets have fensive spiral in which both parties ployed in such a way as to attempt to .
currently the only operational ballistic would be more willing to negotiate fur- pon uh a wa s ae to
missile defense, which is located ther reductions. Thus, defenses couple confuse the defenses. This phase is
around Moscow. The system is for ter- synergistically with arms control, followed by the longest phase, the mid-
minal defense and similar in many leading to attainment of the ultimate cor s as Th ahads apen-

ways to the Safeguard system that we goal stated by the president-to etration aids coast on a ballistic trajec-
had deployed in the early 1970s. The eliminate all threats posed by nuclear tory from minutes to tens of minutes
Soviets are presently modernizing that ballistic missiles, on the way to their target. In the last
Moscow system and have developed a phase-the terminal phase-the war-
rapidly deployable ABM system that SDI and Defense Allies heads and the decoys re-enter the at-mosphere. Discrimination is facilitated
has potential for deployment as a na- An important aspect of the entire in- mosphe Disc ri n facilitated
tionwide ABM system. itiative is the fact that the United States inais ae by the r-ry

dynamics and signatures of the war-Of even greater concern, however, is in no way decreasing its commitment heads and decoys.
the Soviets have been pursuing for to the protection of its allies but, in
many years extensive development of fact, is examining technologies for de-

technologies that have potential for ad- fense not only against ballistic missiles Attacking ballistic missiles in all four
vanced ballistic missile defense applica- that can hit the United States but of these phases is what is known as a
tions. Whereas the United States has against shorter-range ballistic missiles layered defense system. This is a de-
been developing basic laser technol- that can strike our allies. We are con- fense-in-depth approach that is not
ogy, the Soviet Union is exploring suiting closely with our allies, and new to the military. For example, it is
many laser technologies. In the parti- that's the reason Lieutenant General similar in concept to the approach used
cle beam area, the most advanced U.S. James A. Abrahamson, director, by the U.S. Navy to protect a carrier
technology is derived from Soviet re- Strategic Defense Initiative Organiza- task force. We have the F-14 Tomcat
search reported in their technical tion, is not able to be here. attacking aggressors at long range
literature several years ago. The emphasis in the Strategic using the Phoenix missile system: at

The Strategic Defense Initiative Pro- Defense Initiative on defending against shorter ranges, using Sparrow and
gram thus provides us a hedge against ballistic missiles is due to their poten- Sidewinder missiles; then followed up
what might otherwise be a Soviet tech- tial to increase instabilities. But while by surface-to-air missiles from the sup-
nical surprise. A unilateral Soviet the slower moving systems, such as port vessels; and finally by the Phalanx
deployment of such advanced de- cruise missiles and bombers, are less Gun system. Layered defenses relieve

- fenses, in conjunction with its offensive threatening in this regard, there are the effectiveness requirements of each
deployments and its air and civil de- separate efforts under way in the serv- individual layer and are more resistant

Sfense efforts, could resultin a signifi- ices to examine the technologies re- to countermeasures.

Program Manager 5 September-October 1985
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one an airborne optical adjunct that breakthroughs occurred recently in the Lct: A -c tit" of '.oliil, Oi 1,C C Ac-
VVould provide for long-range infrared hypervelocity launcher area. We have vcli iitt, ha-c 17Tl oc01 lictt't at tllt,
tracking and discrimination of the re- been able to accelerate projectiles from P\~'Iacific \Ii 'i Rai Facilit '1 til

entry veh,Jes and decoys. And lastly, a repetitively fired electromagnetic Haaii. /hc / ii?)c i to ti-t ttwli-I
a ron-based imaging radar tha railgun launcher up to several kilo- lhiits of hig~h ptci'ii takfgat

would provide endloatmospheric dis- meters per second. In addition, pre- atmti-p litic ~/ ti oii -0itit

-. crimination of re-entry vehicles and programmed maneuvering projectiles ia-ic liaci'i A folioa.-otl to ftC I,(-
decoys, have functioned after sustaining ac- c-fit H Igh I'rci-ioti Ttickmiii PAI 'Cii-

Kinetc Enegy Weponscelerations in excess of 50,000 Gs. tth'it M['TV' 't'i-totm-ttcitli (it, iit-

In the kinetic energy weapons area, Directed Energy W~eapons /'ititit > *th ?/I "'latoiCI SJ) 7
both ground-based and space-based Directed energy weapons are being tC-t. Clut? 'o','tt- 111i ,ll'ttolt~a~tioll

assets would provide for attack of investigated primarily to attack ballis- a': ;i iii 'ttu~ 'io Cif il all UI h

boost-phase, space-based projectiles os hs.Svrlotoscret it'
propelled by chemical rockets or elc s y exst. hemicveal optoere spae-

troaneti launche systemsll woulde spaae-
trmanei lunhr vses oudbased lasers might provide long-range, Rjt~lt: h \ ca Ptittti jto,c

provide a capability of attacking the speed-of-light intercert and kill of both i-/iiHhii~'lac /:
booser hil it s sillunde poer.boosters and post-boost vehicles. Al- 'ttitolIti t:tIi t

These same systems would also be ternatively, ground-based excimer or "c'ill--titllpi''i 'l~Ao,
(apa ble of attacking post-boost free electron lasers could bounce their i;.ttt ;-ti-ic,l' to ttil. tait -

% vehicles and. re-entry vehicles during energy off space-based mirrors and t/101! 0i d" th ?1 h 'o..
* midcourse flight. In the terminal and thus be able to attack a large number '' ,Ia.Ki l.-!c

latc midcourse area, ground-based in- of botr ihu h edt u h
teceto oud rvie boo--lsters wieithu thae. Needto purtithe CtIit' olt ci Ila,~

clirhi-t-kllcaabliyto dsrybascnpenetrate deeply into the f~
th e-nr vhclso aoe-ooe alitcmissile, causing ca'tastrophic ~'a,~>) I'::c~
bai.dmg ointernal components. Re-i '.II t ,o:

As, you are aware, the Homing cent work on the Navy Mid-Infrared ' t. IL.' I-: ill: a

O~lay Experiment (HOE) conClU- Advanced Chemical 1ae. MRC. t .2t'I '

sivelyv demonstrated the technology of has demonst rated not only the highest 1K . '.t .* ! .

hit-to-kill intercept of re-entry vehicles. power but now also the highest bright- ( t' 1
in June 1084. Some new technology n ess, of any laser in the Free World.

Pri4111 Mti lligi Sec ito,,ibii-(ctoibe? I L)S'5
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chemical propellants or electromag-
netic force also offer potential for such
early intercepts.

Definition of Lethality

Concurrent with the pursuit of
technologies that will make such weap-
ons possible is the definition of the
lethality required, not only against cur-
rent deployed Soviet ballistic missiles,
but also against new missiles built to
incorporate countermeasures intended
to overcome the effectiveness of these
new weapons.

Discrimination
In the midcourse area described

earlier, the key to cost-effective defense
is discrimination of re-entry vehicles
from the decoys. If discrimination can
be accomplished with sufficiently high L
confidence, midcourse intercept can be

) ~~obtained with reasonable numbers of '""--

interceptors. By simultaneously ad-
vancing technology to reduce the cost
of the midcourse interceptors, one can
trade off the effectiveness of the
discrimination with the cost of attack-
ing more expensive decoys in addition
to true re-entry vehicles.

Survivability
Survivability of space-based defense

assets is a key to the program as
discussed earlier. Since these systems
must be sufficiently survivable to
preclude a pre-emptive attack upon
them, major emph sis in the Strategic

laser at the White Sands Missile Defense Initiative Program will be to
\tt.oti Thisctic ln Raer wil te awokhrse ands M e develop sur'ivability measures for the

Skietic eery weo - Range will be a workhorse for the space-based assets to include such
tr, /,illg ilv'>stigtitcl is the spa- Stratgegic Defense Initiative, allowing things as e!ectronic countermeasures,

'.'I, Htipcr,'clocity Laiuchcr. or. us to determine by actual testing the self-defense, decoys and hardening.
"vai1 zl Z, ich mt1plo)ys ehctrical trade-offs between booster hardening H v wn la o g(1010 , ptc thanhria ioehtt n ae rgtes However, we not only are looking ...

mtu che io~cal popellau, and laser brightness.
t" aiu'tt traiCtih's. The Clet t the technology to enhance the sur-

• It ia 1,,1 toc Pc'atih T oectil e vivability of single satellites but o"
, ,~,, t t,, i Hopefully, you now appreciate the are exploring the full range of tactics

,," It, ,, , , , ht i,2 jisi -. broad technical scope of the Strategic to provide for overall mission accom-"
"-" , ~Defense Initiative; however, not every- plishment without the dependency on

H,, ,thing within that scope is equal in any one satellite. Tactics of this kind
priority. Five priority technology areas include such things as escort defense,

-- can be defined that provide the keys orbit selection, proliferation and
to an effective defense. maneuver.

Definition of Weapon Concepts Battle Management
First is the definition of weapon con- The last, and not the least most im- I

cepts for boost-phase and post-boost portant priority technology, is in the
vehicle intercept. Directed energy area of battle management. In the past.
weapons such as lasers and particle the development of high-speed compu-

*beams have the promise to provide for tational capability for the real-time
long-range intercept of the booster and battle management of such a system
the post-boost vehicle at or near the would have precluded the develop-
speed of light. Kinetic energy projec- ment and deployment of such an effec-
tiles propelled to hypervelocity by tive layered defense. Today's computer

Program Manager 8 September-October 1085
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processing capabilities, which are
Sgrowing by an order of magnitude
every three to four years, promise to
provide the technology sufficient to
support such a system by the turn of
the century. Of greater concern,
though, is the issue of software prepa-
ration and testing. We currently do not
have the capability to build and vali-
date the software necessary in a timely
manner. Hence, research on "software
development tools--that is, computer
programs that can write and test new
computer programs-are receiving
high priority attention.

SDI Management

With the scope and the priorities of
the Strategic Defense Initiative
research program thus defined, let me _
turn now to the question of how the
program is being executed. The Con- ,,
gress appropriated $1.6 billion for the "
Strategic Defense Initiative for fiscal '
1985-S1.4 billion for the Department
of Defense, and $0.2 billion for the
Department of Energy.

Although this was only 80 percent .
of what the president had requested,
it has nevertheless permitted a focused, ,
centrally-managed beginning for the
Strategic Defense Initiative. We believe ..
that the central management of those
funds by General Abrahamson's newly
created Strategic Defense Initiative
Organization (SDIO) has introduced
economies and efficiencies that enable
us to get more for that money than if
the pieces were pursued separately.
The overall management of the pro- detecting and tracking satellites using The artist's concept shows an Earth-
gram is characterized by centralized long-wavelength infrared space-based Generated Laser Beam being reflected
planning and control by the Strategic sensors. This basic technology, with toward a high-altitude target by a
Defense Initiative Organization with improvements in sensitivity and reso- spaced-based mirror. This is one of a
decentralized execution by the Army, lution, provides the basis for re-entry inumber of ballistic ,nissile defese con-
Air Force, Navy, DARPA (Defense vehicle tracking. Based upon the $3.7 cepts being e,lor'd in the strategic
Advanced Research Projects Agency), billion budget request for the DOD defense initiatiz'e research program.

*-_ Defense Nuclear Agency and Depart- part of the program recently submit-
*.- ment of Energy. ted to the Congress, the distribution of

the funds in FY 1986 will remain much
In FY 1985, the two largest executors the saeds in 1985.th the same as in 1985.

--. are the Army and Air Force, with 40
percent and 35 percent, respectively, SATKA
of the DOD portion of the program. SATKA

. The Army and the Air Force were able For ease of presentation and
to undertake such large portions of management, the program has been
work in FY 1985 because the work had broken up into five major program
actually begun in previous years. That elements or thrusts. The first major
is, the Strategic Defense Initiative pro- thrust is surveillance, acquisition,
vided a new context and focus for the tracking and kill assessment (SATKA),
Ai my's prior work on ballistic missile which encompasses the five previ-
terminal defense and the Air Force's ously-mentioned system concepts:
prior work on space surveillance and boost-phase IR (infrared) surveillance
space defense. For example, the Air system, midcourse IR surveillance,
Force was developing technology for midcour . laser or radar imaging
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system, late midcourse to terminal air- system objectives. The funds here are Our past is replete with examples
borne IR tracking system, and a ter- divided almost equally among the such as Tomahawk, which grew by
minal radar. Army, the Air Force and the SDIO, 1,133 percent from the first to the sec-

In addition to the pursuit of with the services' primary thrust in ond year of the program, and the M-1

technologies leading to major ex- technologies and the SDIO's in systems tank, which similarly grew by 145 per-

periments conducted in support of analysis. cent. In the Strategic Defense Initiative

each of these concepts, significant ef- High Prior Technologies we have many such technologies

fort is under way to gather radar and emerging simultaneously, and we are 7."
osnd missilge adack- a sThe fifth major thrust includes an attempting to synchronize their ex-

opticalassortment of high priority technolo- ploitation by collectively managing I
grounds and to investigate commongroundos d to iesigate cosng gies that individually do not take a suf- them.
and the development of imaging ficiently large fraction of the program's It should not be surprising, then,
andorithmsThe e men o ce imgi funding to warrant a separate program that the Strategic Defense Initiative
algorithms. The Army and Air Force element for each. This includes major that prate f nse muchithe
each will execute about 40 percent of efforts in space system survivability tunding profile follows very much the
the funds for surveillance, acquisition, normal R&D program funding profile.
tracking and kill assessment in FY hardening testing, space prime power New research was started in 1976, with
1986. hrdi ten g sace primepwer an emphasis on shifting from nuclearfrom tens of kilowatts to megawatts, to non-nuclear intercept. The level of
Directed Energy Weapons and space logistics with pzarticular em-

The second major thrust is directed phasis on launch, orbit transfer, and funding was intentionally held down

energy weapons, with primary em- on-orbit support. The Air Force is con- until the promise for effective defense 1 4
enery wepons wih prmaryem-emerged in the early '80s and was in-

phasis within the DOD upon space- ducting most of the survivability, emered by the e sn wa i FY
based chemical lasers, ground-based space power and space logistics work, itiated by the president with his FY

excimer and free electron lasers, and with the Defense Nuclear Agency
spaced-beam neutral particle beams. directing the lethality and target Growth in Technology Work Force~~~hardening tests with assistance by the .- '
The Air Force is, by far, the largest ex- Complementing the growth in pro-
ecutor of the directed energy work in Air Force, Army and DOE. gram funding is the associated growth
FY 86. in the number of skilled and trained
Kinetic Energy Weapons Tscientists, engineers and technicians re-The goal of the quired to execute the research program

The third major thrust is in the nationwide. The projecteul growth
kinetic energy weapons area, which in- Strategic Defense from nearly 5,000 working in these
cludes the concepts for space-based Initiative has not technical areas in 1984 to 18,000-plus
kinetic kill vehicles, space-based in 1987 would appear very high until
hypervelocity launchers, and ground- changed at all since one looks at these figures as a percent-
based endo- and exoatmospheric hit- age of the national assets available. On
to-kill interceptors previously dis- the president's this basis, the 84 percent to 87 percent
cussed. All of the concepts are sup- increase means only that 0.45 percent
ported by major technology efforts in March 1983 speech. of the nation's scientist-engineer-
terminal homing, chemical and elec- technician work force will be involved
tromagnetic propulsion, fire control, in these technical areas, in comparison
and acquisition and tracking. The Growth in Funding with the previous 0.13 percent. In
Army will execute the largest portion tem ,-t n
of the kinetic energy weapons thrust in A considerable amount of growth in terms of those scientists, engineers and
F 198. keach of these five major thrust areas technicians working on defense pro-
FY 1986. has been requested in the president's grams, the change is from 1.6 percent " -

budget for FY 1986. This growth is at- in 1984 to 4.8 percent in 1987.
Systems Analysis, Battle tributable to the fact that the many SDIO: The Organization
Management technologies that make up the Strategic Allow me to conclude this section of

The fourth major thrust is systems Defense Initiative each had reached a
analysis and battle management, point where they were ripe for explora- my remarks by describing how we
where the main efforts are system and tion. Indeed, the defensive technolo- have organized the Department of

* battle management architectures and gies study led by Dr. James Fletcher in Defense to get the job done. The

! the associated communications, com- 1983 concluded that "power for new Strategic Defense Initiative has been in-

mand and control technologies. This technologies is becoming available that stitutionalized into a Defense Agency
area has received much attention late- justifies a major technology develop- organization with the director, General

I ly with the award of 10 $1 million con- ment effort to provide future technical Abrahamson, reporting directly to the
tracts for alternate architecture studies options to implement a defensive strat- secretary of defense.

I that will identify the key trade-offs of egy." It is common for the funding of General Abrahamson has establish-
various total-system designs. The an emerging technology to grow rapid- ed a subordinate office for each of the -1
results of these studies will help ly as it is experimentally applied to five program elements that are the ma-

, General Abrahamson guide the in- potential weapon system concepts jor thrusts of the program: systems.
dividual technology programs toward after an extended period of low-level
the achievement of overall, integrated research. (Sce Strategic Defense. page 24 .,-,
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he Defense Systems Manage- So the government finds itself with
U ment college (DSMC) has a a paradox. The economic system for

m well-defined target audience, which it is to provide a defense does
w is d o m most of whom are destined for not, in and of itself, provide the re-
liB, a specific job area. The college sources needed. In order to obtain the

0r! is sponsored by the Department of goods and services required for the

Defense in order to provide a tailored "common defense," the government
education for personnel of the uni- must violate one of the two economic
formed services, both military and axioms discussed earlier. Either the
civilian, in the specialized field of government must acquire the means of

Commander . W. H. weapon system acquisition. The ques- production, or it must enter and distort

Fitzgerald, USN tions the college must constantly read- the "free market." It has done both.
dress are: "What are we trying to Wasachiee interm of earnng ojec- While there are examples of govern- ..

achieve in terms of learning objec- etonrhpo rdcincpbl-,','-, fives?" and "How can we best achieve ment ownership of production capabil- -"-

tv " d o n b ai ity, the primary approach used by the
those objectives?" Department of Defense is to enter the

In an attempt to answer these ques- marketplace. The products acquired
tions, I will (1) describe the uniqueness often have unique military application,
of system acquisition in defense, (2) press the state of the art, are few of a
suggest that it is a particularly complex kind, expensive, and difficult to pro-
environment, (3) develop a model of duce. The buyer side of the relation-
learning objectives to prepare mana- ship is often a monopsony (one buyer)
gers to work in that environment, (4) and the seller side is often an oligopo-
relate learning theory to these objec- ly (few sellers). This market structure,
tives, and (5) describe how the college the characteristics of the products, and
applies its resources to achieve these the resultant interdependence of the or-
objectives. Figure 1 represents this ganizations involved present the gov-
thesis and reflects the anima-animus ernment acquisition management team
mutual support and innate conflict bet- with an extremely complex business
ween the "real world" and the college. environment. Adding to this complex-

"So he had System Acquisition: Unique In ity is the fact that the buyer is also
" he Defense sovereign. In this role, the government

regulates such things as product char-grown rich at last To begin with, the field of system acteristics, prices, profit levels, person-
and thought toacquisition management in the govern- nel policies, management systems, and
and thoug t to ment is unique because of the nature access to markets.
transmit to his on ly of the organization doing the acquisi- Turning now to the government's in-

tion, the United States federal govern- frastructure, we find another complex

son all the cut-and- ment. This uniqueness stems from the set of relationships built into the
1'1 very foundation upon which our eco- s bti Tdried experience nomic system rests, combined with the system by the Constitutiun. The Con-ransto n ress o stitution charged the Congress withwhichonstitutinal responsibilities of the providing the resources and oversee-

,federal government. ing the way those resources were ap-had purchased at .One tenet of our economic system plied. It also charged the president, asis the belief that the means of produc- commander in chief, with the respon-" had prched at i n ee o u"cnmc ytm pid tlocagdth rsdna
the price of his lost tion belongs in the private sector. sibility of using the resources provided %

Therefore, most fundamental econom- by the Congress. These requirements
illusions... a noble ic decisions-what to produce with are part of the checks and balances

what resources and for whom-should designed into our system by wise men
last illusion o age. be made by the "free market." Since concerned with the potential excesses

the U.S. Constitution directs the Con- of an uncontrolled government. The
- Honore' Balzac gress to "raise an army" and to "pro- legacy, however, is a very complex en-

vide and maintain a navy," and ap- vironment in which the government
points the president as the "coin- acquisition management team is often
mander in chief," the federal govern- challenged with orchestrating the inter-
ment clearly must see that the "coin- nal unity of purpose necessary to
mon defense" is provided. The dilem- achieve a successful program.
ma is that the "free market" does not J'
inherently provide for the "common This complex environment within
defense" and the government, as a which the government acquisition
buyer, cannot act as a "free market." management team must survive, per-

Program Manager1 September-October 1985
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form, and make decisions, demands of learning require student-oriented ing. What does it mean to other facts
that the DSMC identify appropriate learning approaches. This is the basis if one is changed? How do they affect
learning objectives, vehicles, and for the remainder of the discussion one another? It involves analysis of
techniques to prepare its students to contained in this paper. relationships to discern something
meet the challenge, about the pieces as they relate to one

I'll begin by describing each level of another, and to the broader whole of
Learning Objective Model learning as I see it. First, Knowledge which they are elements.

In order to help explain the learning is awareness of facts and information.
objectives appropriate to DSMC, I It can be viewed as being able to repeat Problem Solving is the ability to
have described my view of the learn- lists of data or replicate graphics. It can synthesize or generate new patterns of
ing hierarchy for weapon system ac- be acquired through rote memoriza- relationships in order to achieve some
quisition in Figure 2. Fundamental to tion and frequent repetition. new and "improved" whole. It is the

the model is the belief that there are generation of alternatives and the
four levels or stages of learning Understanding implies something building of courses of action. It is more

embedded in, and enhanced by, atti- more than knowledge. It implies com- than understanding in that it requires
tude and leadership. The higher levels prehension of relationship and mean- creating a vision of how things could

Program Manager 12 September-October 1985
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FIgUre 2. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

:... , ."

S PROBLEM SOLVIN

UNDERSTANDING.--
RELATIONSHIPS".-

KNOWLEDGE / ,

INFORMATION

be, and putting together sets of steps carrying out the course of action de- sions, exercises, readings, and some
to cause the new order. cided upon. directed case study. Through dedicated

Judgment is the ability to establish Learning theory relates educational efforts of the functional experts in the

meaningful criteria, weigh the alter- techniques to the different levels of Policy, Technical and Business Depart-

natives, and make a selection. It is the learning described above (Figure 3). In- ments, each student gains a solid foun-

critical ability to make a sensible deci- herent in the theory is the idea that the dation in the concepts, policies, and

sion in the midst of uncertainty. It is level of student self direction required technical skills necessary to manage an
not the last step, of course, since to achieve the learning objectives is acquisition program.

leadership is necessary to see that the greater as we move up and right in the the more general problem-solving
decision is carried out, but it is, learning objectives model. In order to skills, wisdom, leadership, and atti-
perhaps, the most difficult to achieve, achieve the highest levels required, the tudes are dealt with in the Acquisition

Attitude pratheory states that student directed Management Laboratory. Here, expe-
It-mustttbde positivetifeoneisptocper (adult) learning must be used. The riential learning techniques and differ-
severe. It is the willingness to stand up specific techniques that are appropriate ing levels of self-directed learning are
and make a decision based on one's are experiential in nature-such things practiced under guidance of faculty ex-
own understanding" of the situation, as case study, in-basket exercises, and perienced in facilitation. When these
and to delve more deeply into the role play executed by the students techniques are applied with their in- -

situation when it is not understood under the guidance of a facilitator. herent focus on "process," students
sufficiently. practice leadership and people skills

and improve their ability and willing- Ii
Leadership pervades the process. In DSMC ness to manage programs in the com-

acquisition, little is done alone. The The DSMC structures its Program plex environment of system acqui-
complex nature of the environment re- Management Course to take advan- sition.
quires that we draw on the available tage of its resources in the application
resources, yet recognize the differing of learning theory. Functional experts Experiential Learning in the Lab '
perspectives, motives, and biases of increase the student's knowledge and Students arrive at the laboratory

those resources. It is the final step in understanding through lecture-discus- with a bundle of personal characteris- -.
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tics, which contribute to or diminish described by Dr. Malcolm Knowles, or learning, establish the high-level objec-
their ability to manage. Two of the that they know and understand the ex- tives, guide them in the process, act as
most detrimental "blocks" to effective periential learning process. One of our a content resource, and help them in
functioning in the world of acquisition first tasks as faculty is to help the planning and evaluation.
are (1) a black or white view of things, learners learn to learn! The role of the students is to support
and (2) a tendency to avoid personal To begin with, we review the deriva- the environment, establish comple-
decision-making by relying on "expert tion of the objectives and their rela- mentary objectives, act as a content

tionship to learning theory as I de- resource, plan and execute the process,
through the student's practice, applica- scribed earlier. From here, we develop and evaluate their learning and
tion, and experience in the laboratory the methods, ground rules, and envi- performance.
that these blocks can be pushed aside ronment necessary to achieve our
and our graduates can become open- objectives, A model (Figure 5) was developed
minded, holistic, good decision- by a former faculty member, Kenneth
makers, and good leaders. One of the first things to do is Stavenjord, to provide the needed .

establish an environment for learning, process structure. With it, students sort
Now let's zero in on the conduct of The students and their faculty guides out essential elements from the com-

experiential learning in the laboratory. (called facilitators) must create feelings plex situations confronting them.
In order to execute experiential learn- of mutual trust and respect, an atmos-
ing, we, as faculty, have to make two phere for open dialog, and a generally un areiexto the process model,
basic assumptions about the students. supportive climate. students are exposed to interpersonal
First, students are fundamentally good models as part of their instruction in 5'
people. Second, they are "adult learn- Then, respective roles are estab- the Policy Department. These models
ers." What we cannot assume, how- lished. The role of the facilitator is help students to understand the way
ever, is that they know and understand generally to help students learn to people function so they can observe,
the concepts of adult learning as learn, help establish the climate for identify, and assess the impacts of dif-

Figure 3. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
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Figure 4. SVSTEM X APPLICATION IN AMLO
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ferent interpersonal behaviors on their -"I'm going to facilitate my try personnel who are clearly within
ability to accomplish each day's objec- meetings back at the company." the institutionally accepted range of
tives. Each student can then give feed- -1 experienced the frustration of conservative dispositions, a 'happen-
back to others about what they ob- - I n ta disposiions a hpen

requirements changes. They're hard to ing such as occurs in SX is a self-served and can practice different in-stop, but we must learn to control limited liberation that is focused on
terpersonal styles to discover what them." group goals, acknowledges group val-
works best for them in varying ues (the rules of the game), and encour-
situations. -"Before I came here, I was ages individual forays into unexplored

So, armed with the process model, satisfied with being a GM-14. Now I regions of thought and behavior in
the interpersonal models, an exposure have applied for a GM-15!" order to arrive at a mutually satisfy-
to learning theory, the guidance of a -" learned how difficult it is to ing group consensus.
facilitator, and student leadership, the achieve integration of work effort. I "Earlier I listed some of the
class learns through experiencing many will put considerable emphasis on that positive attributes of the flower-child
elements of the acquisition process. In in my next job." 'happening'-freedom, curiosity, par- -

fact, the laboratory environment al- -"I finally understand the relation- ticipation, trust, innocence, and ,. -
"

lows them to work with all phases of ship of requirement packages and ap- naivete. It is basically these same at-
the acquisition life cycle. propriate tradeoffs within them." tributes, I believe, that have

-"Now that I'm back at the com- characterized our SX experience. Wer,"-"How successful is it? I believe we -- Nwta ' aka h o-have permitted ourselves-and have

achieve the objectives we set for our- pany, I find every day is like another hae erted ours en have
selves. As with most things, there are SX case. That was the most important been encouraged by our resident classauthority figure, the instructor-to ,,

some losses, but for the vast majority part of the school for me." bring these attitudes and values to bear
of students this experience is one of the One very experienced senior civil- in a controlled and non-threatening en-

most significant learning opportunities ian, Mr. Michael Heffron, PMC 84-2, vironment in order to solve some very
they have had. Some comments from was particularly eloquent in a paper he typical institutional problems. In an in-
our students support this: wrote dealing with the transferability stitution of risk averters whose pro-

-"I learned that program manage- of the process to the program manage- totypical value is commonly supposedment offices in his command.
ment is a lot more complex than I ever to be Cro-Magnon machismo (can risk
realized. You really opened up my "in the DSMC environment, pop- averters really be macho?), this has
perspective." ulated by military-government-indus- been a fascinating performance."
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*. Figure S. 3FM--You Are the Program Advocate
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Recent Advances in Experiential The 3-day event provided the op- -Importance of planning and
Learning at DSMC portunity to involve faculty of all scheduling

departments as well as the senior ex- -All aspects...must be brought
Faculty research projects into ex- ecutive service advisers to the college. togeth er. chesiv prog bramght

periential learning techniques coupled With more time and a more complex
with experimental classroom exercises scenario, the class was thrust into a -Interface early-on with supporting
led to a trial series of more complex very real pressure-and time-sensitive functions important
and longer-running classroom scenar- environment. Students had to confront -The PMO could accomplish a
ios in PMC 85-1. Conceived by the situation, organize themselves, great deal in short time
Lieutenant Colonel Eugene T. Gibson, determine what needed to be done, - sv m n o pi
USAF, a laboratory facilitator, these distribute 'ne tasking, bring it all - massive amount of special-
"combined cases" provided the oppor- together in a package, and brief the ties...communication among them.
tunity to simulate a program office en- senior people mentioned above. needed two as te
vironment in the classroom. Higher- -How to work as a team
level learning objectives were more -Amazed how we could put whole
easily achieved -especially those re- The following is a representative program together
lated to interpersonal communication selection from the majority of the stu- -Grind out organization, accom- *

and organizational integration, dent comments: plish great things
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-What planning, coordination, and comments demonstrate our ability to the educational needs of the acquisition
documentation required MSI achieve the high-level objectives nec- community.

-While still in CE had to know essary to graduate people ready to Conclusionwhere we wanted to be at the end of function constructively in the programwher wewanoffice environment The Defense Systems Management

College is the right place to learn
-Need to identify critical issues, ob- The Future for PMC system acquisition. We bring together

jectives, products, and prioritize Insights gained through the ex- a unique system of instruction that
-Opportunity to see the whole perimental process in the laboratory produces well-rounded leaders

picture will be a major resource in the ongo- prepared to function in the "real
-Able to experience trying to pull ing design of PMC for the future, world" acquisition environment. In ad-

it together nown as "enhanced PMC," this new dition to business and technical
it course structure will be in place for management education, common to

-Allow creative thought and mas- classes beginning in fiscal year 88. The similar management training by other '
sive exchange of ideas college is committed to a major institutions, we include the necessary

-Could tackle a lot of problems at upgrade of the PMC and is in- elements of public administration and
once vestigating areas such as very political science. It is this eclectic

sophisticated simulations, student pro- package of specialties brought together
-First time we functioned as a grammed learning, electives, and ad- synergistically as an educational

group vanced technology applications. system that makes DSMC unique. The
-Worked toward common goal, consistent recruiting of our graduatesprideWof ownership The Acquisition Management by visiting program managers lends

Laboratory will continue to provide an credence to this assertion. My personal
-Sense of purpose, when we de- on-campus support base to the college observation of the confidence, skill,

cided what had to be done for on-line experimentation and and attitude displayed by students at
-Latitude in attacking problems, growth. The college as a whole con- graduation has convinced me it is

developing solutions. tinues to mature and adapt to the ever- true.0
changing acquisition environment.

The comments reflect the immense Powerful new educational technologies
variety and complexity of the problem emerging from private sector
students faced and the personal atti- laboratories, and the ever-increasing 0 Commander Fitzgerald is a pro-
tudes and interpersonal interactions understanding of human behavior and fessor in the Acquisition Management
they observed and practiced. These performance are being invoked to meet Laboratory at DSMC.

DSMC Professor
Is Participant
In Cantt Medal
Award

David D. Acker, professor of -
engineering management in the "
Department of Research and Informa-
tion at DSMC, participated in the

" presentation of the Gantt Medal to
Lewis W. Lehr, chairman and chief ex- .,

* - ecutive officer of 3M Company. The
presentation was April 16 at the Fair-
mont Hotel, New Orleans, before Left to Right: Dr. Thomas R. Horton, President and Chief Executive Officer. Amnerican Manage-
almost 1,500 people. m,,t Association: Nathan Hurt. Presiden t. Good'ear Atomic Corporation. Member of the Gantt

•". B oard Le'is W Lchr Chairman and Chief Erecutive Officer. 3M Company (Recipient of the Gantt-". Warren L. Serenbetz, chief executive M]edlal:' !)a~',u D A P' !'rofessor of Management. DSMC. Member of the Gantt Board.
',-" officer of Interpool Limited, who suc- ,.,-

oficered ofnerpo Limted, wshoirsu-o Mechanical Engineers for "distin- industrial leader, and humanitarian.
.1 ceeded Professor Acker as chairman of hd h tT Gh If

the Gantt Board, made the presenta- guished achievement in management The Gantt concept was the result of -.0
tas a service to the community." over 30 years of his work as a mechan-tion. Established in 1929, it memorializes the ical engineer and management consult-

. The medal is awarded annually by accomplishments and great service to ant in industry, advising industry, and
the American Management Associa- the community rendered by Gantt, a stimulating production for national
tion and The American Society of distinguished management engineer, defense.

Lxw Program Manager 17 September-October 1985
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Today's
Acquisition Strategy for

Tom orro w 's TOMCA T
CDR B.R. Sellers, SC, USN

Streanlinzing... Competition .. Breakout ..Fi xed-Price Contracting .. Baselining .. Commtonality .. Conl-
currency ... PrL'-planneti produt timtprovemnt... Wrate... Porm Stability...Rs
Reduiction ... Sy~nergismn... .Wartes Pogan..Rk

Sound like a scrambled hoard of ac- which these contemporary concepts The ultimate goal of the acquisition
quisition buzzwords? have been integrated into an overall strategy is to deliver, in 1990, the

or aptin il Boes nd isacquisition strategy for the full scale first of a new breed of
prgrm angeen tam adeveopment and future production of TOMCAT-one:.

for Grumman Aerospace, the teF1D
F-14D prime contractor, these

* this article is to describe the -
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with vastly improved engines, an the procurement, including the speci- figuration change of 25 percent or
N upgraded radar, and a digital avionics fication itself, the data requirements, greater.

' suite capable of handling advanced the test plan, and the logistics support Logistics Streamlining. The
system, such as ITIDS (Joint Tactical analysis, was reviewed and reduced to
Intormation Distribution Systems), its absolutely essential elements. The to the requirement for logistics support
AMRAAN Advance Medium Range most important aspects of streamlin- analysis. Full logistics support analysis
Air-to-Air Missile), IRST (Infrared ing each of these areas will be briefly was required only for those cor-
Search and Tracki, ASPJ (Airborne described below. ponents which were new or were
Selt-Protetion Jammer), and others. -Specification Streamling. The objec- modifications of existing components.
From a technical standpoint the ac- tive of specification streamling was Risk Reduction
quisition strategy must generate an air to identify and eliminate the "nice-to- In order to realistically execute a
superiority fighter, unmatched by any have" elements of the specification and p mp a e
other aircraft in the world at long to include in the contract only those within the schedule and funding con-
range interdiction of enemy aircraft technical requirements which were tru- straints imposed by the Secretary of
and missiles. From an operational ly essential to obtain the needed per- the Navy, risk reduction is an absolute
standpoint, this advanced aircraft must formance improvements. The most necessity. Risk, of course, comes in dif-
be available to meet the projected significant aspect of streamlining is the ferent flavors. For example, there is
threat of the 1990's and must retain its decision to perform a major upgrade technical risk, cost risk, and schedule
air superiority well into the twenty- to the existing F-14A airframe rather risk. Significant efforts have been ex-
first century. From a business stand- than develop a completely new air- pended to deal with each of these types
point, all this must be accomplished at craft. This approach decreased devel-
minimum cost and at an acceptable opmentof risk as will be described below.
level of risk for both the government risk, and results in faster introduction -Technical Risk. A number of dif-
and the many companies who will con- into service of total weapon system ferent actions are being taken to
tribute their expertise o tohe develop- capability which offers sufficient per- minimize technical risk. First and
ment and production of tommorrow's formance improvements to successful- perhaps foremost, is the risk-reducing
TOMCAT. (It is important to note at ly defeat the projected threat. The influence of using systems that are
the outset of this article that the underlying philosophy was not only to common with other Navy and Air
Secretary of the Navy, while solidly retain the F-14A as the basic airframe, Force aircraft. This allows the TOM-
supporting the F-14D program, placed but to change it only where necessary CAT to benefit from development ef-
a rigid funding cap on the cost of the to accomodate the specified engine, forts which are already underway, or
full scale development effort-$750M radar, and avionics improvements, which have been completed by other
for the contractor and $105M for Navy Other, perhaps desirable, changes to aircraft programs. Further benefit will
in-house costs [in 1984 dollars]). the airframe were rejected based on be gained in the form of reduced pro-

The best way to portray such a corn- affordability duction and logistics support costs as
plex and innovative acquisition -Data Streamlining. The data re- a result of this commonality. Virtual-
strategy is to focus first on its four ma- quirements were closely scrutinized hemajor systems in the F-14D
jor components: streamlining, risk- an ayrprigrquirements wereclsysruize have extensive commonality with
reduction, program stability, and other and many reporting requirements were other aircraft including the General
techniques for containing and/oer t ireue in frequency or eliminated en- Electric F110 Engines, now being pro-
reducing costs. Within these tirely. this data scrubisan ongoingef- cured for the Air Force F-16; the
compnnents a major fort which continues even to- Hughes APG-71 radar, a sister of the
components, a variety of different day.. more than a year after the con- APG-70 radar which is being" ", techniques will be described which are trc wa sind AP-0rda hc i en

being employed to minimize cost developed by the Air Force for the
without jeopardizing performance or -Test Plan Streamling. The test plan F-15; and the JTIDS and ASPJ systems
schedule, received special attention in the overall which are common among many air-

Streamlining streamlining effort. Manufacturing the craft. Other systems which are corn-
test articles, conducting the tests, and mon with other Navy aircraft (F/A-18,

Streamlining refers to a variety of ac- collecting and analyzing the data from AV-8B, A-6F) include AYK-14 com-
tions designed to make the develop- the tests represent a major portion of puters, ALR-67 radar warning
ment program as quick and easy to ex- the cost of the full scale development receiver, ASN-130 inertial navigation
ecute as possible, while still meeting phase of the program. Streamlining the system, ARN-118 TACAN, ARC-182
the technical requirement. Streamlin- test plan, while not creating unaccept- radios, Multi Function Displays, and
ing requires a dedicated team effort able technical risk, was a high payoff many others. In fact, the planned
between the Government and the con- effort. Results of this streamlining in- avionics WRA-level commonality with -

tractor to eliminate non-essential, time cluded, among other things, reduction existing aircraft is greater than 80
consuming, costly requirements from of the number of flight test aircraft to percent.
the contract. four avionics/radar test aircraft with A second strategy for dealing with

In the case of the F-14D full scale only one which includes the new GE technical risk is the concept of pre-
development contract, steamlining in- F-110 engines, and limiting the applica- plarned product improvement. This
volved several months of intense tion of full reliability development strategy uitilizes systems which meet
cooperative effort between Navy and testing to those components and sub- the technical requirements with

. Grumman personnel. Every aspect of systems which had experienced a con- technology which is within the current
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state of the art. However, conscious failure in any of these systems is an in- systems. These NTE prices are effective
. allowance is made for the upgrading of dependent event. The remainder of the for 2 to 10 years of production, depen-

* the systems as new components or new development program can proceed as ding on the subsystem. Grumman has
technology becomes available. An ex- planned. also given the Navy very attractive
ample of this approach has been to -Cost Risk. Cost risk has been given NTE prices for the FY-86 and FY-87
provide a large excess computer pro- special attention, particularly in light production of F-14A(PLUS)'s prior to
cessing throughput and memory to of the affordability constraint imposed the FY-88 commencement of F-14D
enable the easy integration of ongoing by the Secretary. many of the techni- production.
R&D efforts, such as sensor integration ques previously described such as com- -Schedule Risk. In a program with a
through artificial intelligence. Other monality and pre-planned product im- streamlined specification which is
methods for reducing technical risk, provement have the effect of controll- within the current state-of-the-art and
particularly in software development ing or minimizing cost risk. Of par- with a fixed-price contract, schedule is
and maintenance, which contribute to ticular value in reducing cost risk is the the most vulnerable parameter. Cer-
the concept of pre-planned product im- use of a fixed-price (with economic tainly, the use of common and/or off-
provement are the use ot Navy Stand- price adjustment) type of contract. the-shelf systems helps to reduce

* ard CMS-2 higher order programming This contract includes the procurement schedule risk as does the risk reducing
language and military standard 1679 and integration of the engines, radar, aspects of pre-planned product im-
for software documentation. These re- and a digital avionics system as well provement. Nevertheless, schedule risk
quirements will acilitiate software up- as the integration of all the GFE is still considered moderate to high.
date and new system integration with systems, and acceptance testing of the One technique for helping to stay on
relative ease as new systems and soft- complete aircraft weapon system. a tight schedule is the judicious use of
ware concepts come on-line in the concurrency. The F-14D program,
future. In addition to these methods of pro- because of the relatively low hardware

Among other technical risk reduc- tecting against cost growth in the full- technical risk, is beginning its pilot and -
tion approaches is segregating the in- scale development effort, Grumman limited production before full scale
corporation of the higher risk GFE has been able to obtain not-to-exceed development has been completed. In
system such as JTIDs, ASPJ, (NTE) prices from its subcontractors addition, the Navy and Grumman will
AMRAAM, and IRST so that delay or for production of all critical sub- be conducting participatory test

rgn imciiiniz ,iI , , ti t iv- 10 ;,t t. iIL will 1w atseL i2 the F- 14lI) 1K , ,C'A8T-
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flights. Navy aircrews will fly in a -Synergism. Another cost reducing change, however, is devastating to an
minimum of 30 percent of all develop- facet of the acquisition strategy is the effective, integrated strategy.
ment flights, thereby decreasing the simultaneous integration of several T -pra iea n. x',. The F-14 program in general, and -'-.

r4. length of the total test program. new avionics systems. Upcoming the F-14D program in particular, has
systems, such as JTIDS, ASPJ, and taken significant steps to achieve and

Other Cost Reduction Techniques IRST would be far more costly to in- maintain program stability. The F-14D

In addition to streamlining and stall and integrate into the weapon FSD program is constructed around a
various actions to reduce risk, the system if done one at a time. Incor- technical baseline which is containedI- '.'-~~prain techica baslin whic isconaineo'"-"
F-14D acquisition strategy includes a porating them all simultaneously within a SECNAV-directed cost cap.
number of techniques aimed primari- results in significant savings. This is the Captain Bowes has made it clear to
ly at cost reduction. These techniques concept of block upgrades in action Navy and Grumman engineers that ,..-
include an aggressive breakout pro- and on a grand scale. technical baseline changes which
gram, innovative use of competition, would break this cost cap will not be
and the synergism that comes from a tolerated. Financial stability is a two-

- large scale "block upgrade" program. Cost reductioni sided challenge: to ensure the contrac-

-Breakout. Thanks to the desire fo tor performs within the available funds.,:. ~techn~iques muzst be ---
commonality and use of off-the shelf and, from year-to-year, to ensure that
technology, the program office has had i11 novativel/ and funds are available to support the con-
the opportunity to provide most of the tractor's efforts. The first challenge
avionics suite as GFE, thereby saving judiciously was achieved by signing a fixed-price
the additional layer of overhead and (with economic price adjustment) con-
profit which would be charged if these employed, tract for the entire FSD effort with
items were provided by the prime con- Grumman. The second challenge is
tractor. In fact, there are more than truly a never-ending one. Until FSD is
800 pieces of GFE being provided to complete, the development effort is
Grumman for the full scale develop- Program Stability constantly vulnerable to the budget
ment contract. Many of these items are Program Stability has long been process bccause it is an incrementally
competitively procured, saving addi- recognized a key ingredient for pro- funded research and development con-
tional dollars in the process. Other gram success and cost effectiveness, tract. the Secretary of the Navy has

items, such as the engine, which is cur- The best of acquisition strategies can been firm in demanding that the .-
rently CFE, will become GFE in the be scuttled by budget cuts, program capped budget of this fixed- price FSD
production phase. stretch-outs, and quantity reductions. progiam be protected from discre-

.- Competition. The prime contract for Program stability was one of the prin- tionary budget cuts. Schedule stabili-

full scale development is, of course, cipal thrusts of the Acquisition Im- ty is largely a function of technical and

sole source with Grumman, as will be provement Program initiated by then financial stability. If these two can be
the production of new F-14D's. Never- Deputy Secretary of Defense Frank managed by the program manager,thes prhucbeonefi of competitionaNeere Carlucci in April, 1081, Program then it is primarily the contractor's.- • theless, the benefits of competition are rsosblt om'aeteshdl

being pursued and successfully ob- stibility was also one of the six responsibility to manage the schedule
tained in many aspects of the F-14 pro- "Carlucci Initiatives" emphasized by risk.

Mr. Paul Thayer when he succeededI gram. In fact, the F-14 program is a Summary
I particularly interesting study in the ' Carlucci. E ce o m n e

various theories and applications of A constant battle for any program demands an acquisition strategy which ma-

competition. The program is benefit- manager is to chart an effective and ef- begins with a streamlined requirements
ing from "traditional" techniques such ficient course through the troubled ac- bn t rm e q e
as technical data package, leader- Luisition waters and then be allowed package. Risks-technical, cost, and

follower, and contractor teaming on to follow it. Program stability is a schedule-must be analyzed andI minimized. Cost reduction techniques . -various GFE subsystems within the air- combination of tech:iical, schedule, mt in il djcuSmust be innovatively and judiciously ."-
craft. In addition, however, the pro- and financial stability. This is not employed. And finally, this must all be
gram has been particularly aggressive meant to imply that once an acquisi- a p d ben
and successful in devising some "in- tion strategy is in place, no change can accomplished in stable environment.

Following these principles, Captain .--
novative" application of production be tolerated. Necessary changes can be Bowes and his program management
competition. In several instances, accomodated within the overall con- team have constructed and are ex-
without having to undertake the time text of the strategy. Random, radical c o i dand expense of establishing a second euigacmlx nertdsrtg -

source, a genuinely competitive en- U ('nmad'r Sellers is the deputy utilizing the best of today's acquisition
vironment has been .reated between j',o,'L i mmt'r for liss and techniques to develop the best of
the current producer and a potential ti,,,ial ,,,anaei,,t R-14 ,'a, tomorrow's air superiority fighter

second source. Under the proper con- lIe O't'"tzi Tts .eri'ed W; t 1)?'ofessor of
ditions; i.e., the existence of a credi- fianial 'uaacoet in DlSM;Cs Will the program go exactly as they ,-
ble potential competitor and a viable S,11 ,1010t S/itO,,i1 A ,,(uisiti,1n Edlha- have planned it? Of course not. W ill '."

means of transferring the technology, tin tpi uw,\taMt,,,i',it Depart, they be successful? Probably. Ask me
the rewards have been significant. m,'It again in 1990.n
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Quality, Relibility, and
Process improvement

New By Norbert L. Enrick

New York: Industrial Press Inc.,
Eighth Edition, 1985, 397 pages

Whenever students encounter a text- This eighth edition retains its dedica- provement (Analysis and Design,
book difficult to apply in their studies, tion to treatment of the basics aug- Planned Experiments), Assurance of
there develops an alternate to clear the mented by interesting cases but has Reliability, Management Aspects.
confusion. Where necessary, this book added four modern topics: But, as the opening of the second
would certainly be such an alternative. -error standard deviation paragraph hinted, this is not a panacea j

. Fortunately, it is widely used as a basic -quality and reliability experiments, for the Department of Defe.1se (DOD)
text and is acclaimed by teacher and additional applications quality and reliability assurance prac-
student alike as evidenced by the de- -quality and reliability experiments, titioner. In fact, it may mislead the
mand for this eighth edition. The using covariance analysis trainee regarding the policy, rigor and
jacket quotes the Journal of Quality -special methods for participative organizational emphasis required for
Technology-"His (Enrick) gamut of quality control activities DOD products, particularly in the

" topics continues to make (the book) chapters covering "when to institute a
' suggested reading for those preparing quality system" and organizational

for Certified Quality Engineer(ASQC) alternatives. And the new chapter on
examination. Certification hopefuls in "participative quality control" is, at
particular will appreciate Enrick's ex- best, a cursory treatment of a broad
tensive use of practical applications ". Today, the grow- and complex issue which reaches to the
and the diversity of those included. "It foundation of participative manage-
may be hard to believe that a text can ing interest of con- ment and can have counterproductive
be effective for both the developing effects if not properly done. If the

* student and the certifying professional, sumers in long-term DOD reader views tlbe coverage in
but it is. these areas as introductory and

Naturally, the book is slanted productthought provoking then the concern
toward the private sector of the guarantees and will pass.
economy (where by far the highest The hope for the future is that the
product value lies). But there are many critical needs of high ninth edition or some other text will in-
modern concepts included which must tegrate the beautiful simplicity andbe internalized in the defense system technology products terae thebe implicitcoverage of these complex topics with n

acquisition process. Quoting from the focus attention on t aDODslant. thecontractorisrespon-
preface, "quality starts with the con- attention -onrthe DO s tr act is ren-reprsentd ofsible for his products including vendorception of the product, as represented e and subcontracted parts. This requiresr 2.' by design and development, and ends time dimension o ansuctrteprs.Tirquie .+].. ]
byth degn andsdevme nt, and endsor her long-a rigorous pain to assure the necessary
with the consumer and his or her long- ualit, that is, quality and reliability as well as an em-
tr stsainwhte r, phasis that engrains dedication to
duct .... Today, the growing interest of liquality in the organizational fibre Andconsumers in long-term product per- there are plenty of cases which can em-
formance guarantees and the critical phasize the successes of good quality
needs of high technology products programs and show the failures of bad
focus attention on the time dimension ones.
of quality, that is, reliability." Other
examples include emphasis on an in- It is organized such that the practi- But until such a text is generated,
tegrated quality system in chapter 1 tioner can skip topics and pick up the this is a very useful edition for teacher
and chapter 8 starts out with "Quality desired thread of study. An example of (aids are available), trainee, and prac-
cannot be inspected into a product. It the breadth of coverage comes from titioner when used in conjunction with
must be created as part of product the Functional Table of Contents: Con- current DOD policy and implementa-
design and built into the components trol of Quality (Sampling plans, con- tion training.E - -

during production." trol charts), Product and Process Im- Wilbur Arnold
Program Manager 22 Septemlber-October 1085
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National P.O.W ./M.I.A. Recognition Day, 1985

By the President of the Un;ted States of America

A Proclamation

Since the Revolutionary War. America's men and women have made unselfish
sacrifices to defend freedom. In each of America's wars. America's prisoners
of war have faced extraordinary hardships and overcome them through

duty of our P.O.W.s and M.I.A.s have earned them a preeminent place in the
0 hearts of all Americans. Their heroism is a beacon to follow forever. Their
r. spirit of hope and commitment to the defense of treedom reflects the basic

tenets of our Nation.

This country deeply appreciates the pain and suffering endured by families
whose fathers, sons, husbands, or brothers are today still missing or unac-
counted for. These families are an example of the strength and patriotism of
all Americans. We as a people are united in supporting efforts to return the
captive, recover the missing, resolve the accounting, and relieve the suffering
of the families who wait. We accept our continuing obligation to these missing
servicemen. Until the P.O.W./M.I.A. issue is resolved, it will continue to be a
matter of the highest national priority. As a symbol of this national commit-
ment, the P.O.W./M.I.A. Flag will fly over the White House, the Departments

• of State and Defense, the Veterans' Administration. and the Vietnam Veterans."
Memorial on July 19. 1985. and over the Vietnam Veterans Memorial on
Memorial Day and Veterans Day.

By Senate Joint Resolution 87, the Congress has designated July 19. 1985. as
"National P.O.W./M.IA. Recognition Day." On this day. we recognize the
special debt all Americans owe to our fellow citizens who gave up their
freedom in the service of our country: we owe no less to their families.

, NOW, THEREFORE. I. RONALD REAGAN. President of the United States of
64 ,America. do hereby proclaim Friday. July 19. 1985, as National PO W./M.I A.

Recognition Day. I call on all Americans to join in honoring all former
"* American prisoners of war. those still missing, and their families who have' endured and still suffer extraordinary sacrifices on behalf of this country I

also call upon State and local officials and private organizations to observe . -
this day with appropriate ceremonies and activities.

". IN WITNESS WIHEREOF. I have hereunto set my hand this 27th day of fune.
in the .ear of our Liord nineteen hundred and eighty-fie. and of the Independ-
ence of the United States of America the two hundred and ninth.

• 1
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AMERICA REMEMBERS

,*. -

The POW MIA flag
(L) fies weithl thet flags
o~f tile United States,
tile United Nations,
antd State Flags during
National POW MIAV
Reonto Days cere-

nlotlites ait the
Pentagon,

Twelve years have passed since the nam is to gather here and rededicate The President proclaimed July 19,
Paris Peace Accords were signed. Yet, ourselves to securing answers t Ior the 1085, as National POW MIA Recogni- ~

-..

almost 2500 Americans are still miss- families of those missing in action... .an tion Day and Secretary of Defense
ing in Southeast Asia. Many believe end to America's involvement in Viet- Weinberger hosted a POW MIA Re-
that some of those missing are still nam cannot come before we've ognition Day ceremony at the Mall en-
alive and are being held in Southeast achieved the fullest possible accounting trance it the Pentagon. The ceremony
Asia against their will. for those missing in action." was attended by ex-prisoners ot war *

President Reagan is fully committed and their tamilies.-..
to resolving the POW MIA issue and The President and the Secretary t This %upplement contains the
has made it a matter of highest na- Defense have asked for support tor ot- presidential Proclamation and a copy
tional priority. During his Memorial ficials' efforts and assistance in increas- ot the National POW IA Recogni-"'
Day 1984 address at the interment of ing awareness. Participation in .ive tion Day' po4er.'
the Vietnam unknown, the President public awareness programs is one way
said, "One way to honor those who we can all help achieve this account-
served or may still be serving in Viet- ability. h-::
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YOU ARE NOT FORGOTTEN

AMERICANS MISSING IN INDOCHINA

2,464 AMERICAN SERVICEMEN AND
CIVILIANS ARE STILL MISSING OR OTHERWISE
UNACCOUNTED FOR IN SOUTHEAST ASIA!

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT IS FULLY .'"

COMMITTED TO RESOLVING THIS ISSUE AS A
MATTER OF THE HIGHEST NATIONAL PRIORITY!

WHILE THIS COMMITMENT IS TO OUR FELLOW
SERVICEMEN AND CIVILIANS. THIS OBLIGATION
ALSO EXTENDS TO THEIR FAMILIES.

TO PURSUE VIGOROUSLY ALL
REPORTS CONCERNING REPORTED
SIGHTINGS OF AMERICANS WHO MAY
STILL BE HELD CAPTIVE IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA.

TO WORK TO ACHIEVE THE FULLEST
POSSIBLE ACCOUNTING OF ALL,
AMERICANS MISSING OR OTHERWISE
UNACCOUNTED FOR IN SOUTHEAST ASIA.

TO SEEK THE IMMEDIATE
REPATRIATION OF ALL AMERICANS WHO
HAVE DIED IN SOUTHEAST ASIA AND ,

WHOSE REMAINS HAVE NOT BEEN
RETURNED.

TO MAKE EVERY RESPONSIBLE EFFORT

TO SECURE THE FURTHER COOPERATION
OF THE LAO PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC
REPUBILIC AND THE SOCIALIST
REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM IN RESOLVING
TillS HUMANITARIAN ISSUE OF
FUNDAMENTAL IMPORTANCE.
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President Names Blue Ribbon
Commission on

Defense Management
David D. Acker

nJuly15195PrsdnRnald 15, 1985, President William P. Clark, who was deputy
Ronald W. Reagan named 14 secretary of state and, later, national

"*"-industrialists, retired miliary security affairs advisor and interior
officers, former Pentagon of- secretary during President Reagan's

0 ficials and others close to the first term. Clark is now counsel to the
White House to a Blue Ribbon Coin- law firm of Rogers and Wells.
mission on Defense Management. The
executive order creating the commis- General Paul F. Gorman, former com-
sion was signed at Bethesda Naval mander of the U.S. Southern Coin-
Hospital. President Reagan indicated ,i, mand, which covers Central and South
the decision to form the commission America, and now vice president,.
was based on discussions over several Burdeshaw and Associates.

*years with Secretary of Defense Caspar Carla Anderson Hills, secretary ot
W. Weinberger and officials of the Of- Housing and Urban Development dur- t
fice of Management and Budget. ing the Ford Administration, and now

The work of the commission will be a partner in the firm of Latham,
based on some of the suggestions Watkins & Hills.
received by President Reagan from Admiral James Holloway, formerchief
Representative William Dickinson of A- -,

Alabama, the ranking Republican on of naval operations, and now president
the House Armed Services Committee. of the Council of American Flagship
Dickinson met with the president on Operators.
April 1, 1985, and twice afterward to William J. Perry, former undersecre-

, express his thoughts on the formation tary of defense research and engineer-
and role of the commission. Dav'id Packard ing, and now managing director of

In accordance with its charter, the served from 1969 to 1971, "founded" Hambrecht and Quist.
commission will study issues surroun- the Defense Systems Management Col-
ding defense management and lege on July 1971 and issued the DOD Charles J. Pilliad, Jr., a former chief ex-
organization, as well as policies and Directive 5000.1, "Acquisition of Ma- ecutive officer of Goodyear Tire and
procedures. In the area of acquisition, jor Defense Systems," on July 13, 1971. Rubber Company.
the commission will review the pro- Members of the commission, which General Brent Scowcroft, national
cedures for developing and fielding will be in place for a year, are: security adviser to President Ford and
defense systems and equipment incor-
porating new technologies in a timely Ernest Arbuckle, dean emeritus of chairman of of the Commission on
fashion. In addition, the commission Graduate School of Business, Stanford Strategic Forces during President

will study and make recommendations University. Reagan's first term, who is now vice
concerning congressional oversight General Robert H. Barrow, former chairman of Kissinger Associates, Inc.
and investigative procedures related to Marine Corps commandant. Herbert Stein, former chairman of the

."*,'.,. the Department of Defense (DOD). At
the outset, the commission will devote Nicholas F. Brady, former Republican President's Council of Economic Ad-

its attention to the procedures and ac- senator from New Jersey and now visors, and now a senior fellow at the .-

tivities of the DOD associated with the chairman of Dillon Reed & Co., Inc. American Enterprise Institute.
procurement of defense systems and Louis Wellington Cabot, chairman of Robert lames Woolsey, a former
materiel, the Cabot Corporation, who was defense and National Security Coun-

The commission, composed of per- chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank cil analyst, who was undersecretary of
sons with extensive experience and na- of Boston in the 1970s. the Navy during the Carter Ad-
tional reputations in commerce and in- Frank C. Carlucci, chairman and chief ministration and an advisor to the U.S.
dustry, as well as people with broad executive officer of Sears World Trade, arms talks delegation.
experience in government and national Inc., and the deputy defense secretary

* defense, is chaired by former Deputy from 1081 to 1082, who initiated the In accepting the assignment as chair-
Secretary of Defense David Packard, defense acquisition improvement pro- man of the commission, Packard re-
chairman of the board of Hewlett- gram, best known as the "Carlucci In- called that he "...had to deal with the
Packard Company. Packard, who itiatives." same problems when (hel was at the
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Pentagon 15 years ago." He indicated reorganization of the military com- and investigation of the OSD, and,
that the exorbitant prices for spare mand system structure and the Joint based on the findings, recommend
parts, illegal charges, illegal payments, Chiefs. methods to stabilize defense system
defense systems that don't work, and In the Congress, four committees program funding.
the growing evidence of problems that formerly had jurisdiction over the Recommendations of the commis- ...

did not originate in the present ad- Department of Defense. Today, accor- sion for improving DOD procurement Id .

ministration have to be addressed. ding to President Reagan's principal will be submitted to the president and
These problems are long-standing and deputy press secretary, Larry Speakes, the secreatry of defense by December
the public would like to see them cor- "There are about 24 committees and 31, 1985. An interim report on the
rected. Mr. Packard added that there subcommittees that the Defense De- non-procurement aspects of the study - -
is also a need for more flexibility in partment has to deal with." The will be presented to the president by -ia ob n
defense contracts. One technique to Department of Defense is interested in the end of March 1986, and the final
obtain flexibility is to streamline the streamlining its organization and the report will be submitted by the end of
specifications called out in new con- fense systems. June.
tracts. This approach is being fostered auio f.nst .

of Defense Mr. Packard is appointing a profes-

by Deputy Secretary During 1986, the commission will sional and administrative staff to sup-
William H. Taft 1. review the adequacy of oversight by port the commission. The staff will be I

Senator Sam Nunn (Georgia), rank- the secretary of defense and the directed by Rhett B. Dawson from the
ing Democrat on the Senate Armed decision-making structure within the law firm of Dickstein, Shapiro and
Services Committee, when endorsing Office of the Secretary of Defense Morin, Washington, D.C., former
the appointment of Packard, said that (OSD). The organization of the Joint staff director and chief counsel of the __7
some existing rules and regulations Chiefs of Staff, and the unified and Committee on Armed Services, U.S.
may have to be repealed and more specified command system will be in- Senate. ,
flexibility may have to be given to vestigated. Procedures for developing '_-
Department of Defense procurement and fielding military systems that in- -__,__,

practices. Nunn added that, although corporate new technologies will be N Mr. Acker is a professor of engi-
the blue-ribbon commission has been reviewed. Finally, the commission will necring management at the Defense
formed, he would continue to press for study the Senate and House oversight Systems Management Colicge.

Strategic Defense Initiative
(Contimied from page 10)

sensors, directed energy weapons, exoatmospheric non-nuclear intercep- vehicles. The Air Force laboratories
kinetic energy weapons and support tors. The second major organization, and technology centers execute the
technology. Each of these offices is the BMD Advanced Technology Cen- basic supporting technology efforts
directed by a senior executive service ter, directs technology thrusts in areas such as optics, focal planes,
civilian or a senior military officer. like optics, data processing, radar, cryocoolers, directed energy devices

The Strategic Defense Initiative directed energy and discrimination, and many others.S Organization also includes unique The Air Force did not already have I have just discussed the "why, what
groups such as an innovative Science such a streamlined management and how" of the Strategic Defense In-

" and Technology Office providing in- system in place. Therefore, to provide itiative. Let me conclude by returning
terface and funding to small businesses a direct link among General to the origin of the program.
and universities. The proposed funding Abrahamson's SDIO and the executing

in this area is S100 million in FY 1986. Air Force laboratories and product
T o t r i n divisions, a special assistant for SDI SDIs Original Goal Continues

To provide the streamline manage-
was created. As that special assistant, The goal for the Strategic Defense

* ment to execute the program, each of I not only work as a member of the Air Initiative was eloquently established
the services has a direct reporting Staff but as a member of the Air Force by President Reagan in March 1983,

* organization. The Army Ballistic Systems Command. I can thus inter- when he challenged all of us in the
Missile Defense (BMD) Organization face with General Abrahamson under scientific community to create a means
has for years served as the Army focal my Air Staff hat and with the Air for rendering ballistic missiles impotent
point for ballistic missile defense with Force field organizations under my and obsolete. The goal of the Strategic
the commander, Maj. Gen. Gene Fox, Systems Command hat. The process is Defense Initiative has not changed at
reporting directly to the Office of the working very well and allowing very all since the president's March 1983
Chief of Staff ot the Army. rapid direction and execution of Air speech, even though the understanding

Under General Fox, two major or- Force technology. The Air Force prod- of that goal by the program's oppo-
ganizations execute the technical pro- uct divisions are responsible for ex- nents may have changed. The presi-
gram. The first, the Ballistic Missile ecuting the major space experiments to dent's original goal still drives this
Defense Systems Command, conducts demonstrate technology integration for research and technology program,
the system-level work, with emphasis system concepts such as the boost and with the need for the United States "to
on the major experiments like the air- space surveillance and tracking sys- get started now" as he stated in his

-> L borne optical adjunct and endo- and tems, and the space-based kinetic kill State of the Union Address."
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~AStep toProduction""

Henry ]. Winkler ,_
.4

"Perhaps the most often discussed phase has detailed objectives that are In addition, rotation of government
aspect of the acquisition process in the manifested by completion of predefin- program managers and supporting
Department of Defense (DOD) is the ed tasks. Typically, completion of casts tends to reinforce a short-term
length of time it takes to develop and these tasks initiates a review process view. This means production is view-
field weapons system.. .although the and a decision for continuation or ed as "always in the future" and that
long acquisition cycle is certainly not stoppage. This entire process has an each new program manager works his
a desirable situation, it might be overall goal of fielding a production tasks on his watch. New ideas, changes
tolerable if the process yielded satisfac- end-item at a needed time. This is in procedures, direction, and planning
tory results."1  referred to as providing the initial are a way of life for both government

The traditional defense system ac- operating capability (1OC). and contractor program offices.
quisition cycle is separated into clear- Although this process seems
ly defined phases set apart by key thorough, Willoughby suggests it is A Major Problem
milestones as outlined in Figure 1. lacking, and most contractors would The full-scale development (FSD)
These phases are conceptual valida- agree. Careful examination of the ac- programs focus on meeting specifica-
tion/demonstration, full-scale devel- quisition cycle reveals that phase-goals tions; i.e., performance parameters in
opment, and production. This phasing are sets of tasks with only peripheral development, qualification, accep-
approach is designed for evolutionary relationships among phases. Each tance, and operation tests are
risk reduction, which is accompanied phase is viewed as an end to itself. The measured against specification re-
by a decrease in engineering changes ultimate end-item, fielding a system, is quirements. "Meet the numbers" is the
and, ultimately, a frozen design hidden from one's immediate goal. Manufacturers in FSD would like -"-

-, baseline that has been qualified. Each objectives, to focus on producibility and testabili-

Figure 1. Acquisition Cycle ,.

....*
PHASES CONCEPTUAL VALIDATION/DEMONSTRATION FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION - -

BASELINE FUNCTIONAL ALLOCATED PRODUCT

KEY SYS ANALYSIS SYS ANALYSIS I ENGINEERING MANUFACTURING
PARTICIPANTS ENGINEERING ENGINEERING i

SPECS *SYSTEM *DEVELOPMENT -MATERIAL
*PRODUCT '
*PROCESS

REVIEWS IPDR CDR

AUDITS *FCA -
*PCA

".ENGINEERING ACCEPTANCE PRODUCTION
QUALIFICATION ACCEPTANCE

TESTING I

PROBLEM AREA "
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ty; however, they usually are invited a positive change will not occur, each cycle. Such quantitative
to participate in the process at the pro- Somewhere in the acquisition cycle a measures, which require revelation
duction request-for-proposal. Even the proof-of-manufacturing must be in- and proof of drawings matching hard-
government focuses upon engineering jected. Sensitivity to more than ware items, and measured perfor-
development, as witnessed by their meeting specification numbers mance meeting specified values, will
staffing. While not totally ignoring dramatically increases with the de- assist in moving toward a matured
production, they certainly are not inand to prove that it can be produced. production baseline. In addition, this
motivated and do not aggressively A Suggested Approach approach results in proof of design and
apply or listen to the appropriate proof of manufacturing hardware be-
disciplines. Clearly, both government The existing acquisition approach ing produced and evaluated.
and contractor production manufac- with minor modifications could
turing personnel are second-class achieve significantly improved produc- Obviously there are risks in this ap- N
citizens during FSD. tion results. However, to obtain im- proach, but the payoff for future pro-

proved results for both schedule and duction is enormous. To achieve a
In defense electronics, we are prodresuts orabot schedl and relatively smooth and efficient POD to

product it is imperative to inject quan-Pbuilding very complex hardware- titative milestones into the process. m transition a commitment to
clipboards, flashlights, boots, and pen- The full-scale development phase re-
cils are not the products. Although quires a subtle but expanding change at an early time. However, "if timed
some hardware is not advancing the to remove the embedded "development properly," the expenditure and percen-
state of the art, it most assuredly is at engineering only" thought process. The tage of scrap can be minimized. More
the cutting edge. This poses new and FSD phase must include both an importantly, specifications, drawings, I
difterent production problems. Rate, engineering development cycle and a planning, processes, procedures and - -
schedule, cost, quality, and reliability manufacturing preproduction (design the like will be given that critical
are certainly the major concerns, maturation) cycle. Pictorically, this is review so necessary to move smartly

During FSD there is usually a limited modeled in Figure 2. This change shifts into production. Furthermore, a
amount of hardware built. The hard- the emphasis from specifications only significant change will result in the
ware quantity is tied directly to the to both specifications and producibili-
need to support testing. To meet ty. Engineering must now be conscious of hardware development evolution.
development schedules, this hardware of production as well as development. Table 1 projects changes that must
is usually buiIt by engineering in either Unfortunately, however, this is only a evolve if the government utilizes

logical measured milestones, such asquick-reaction laboratories or specialty conceptual change.
shops. Testing is then conducted and x-

completed on this engineering built Normally, a functional configura- pects to complete a successful FSD

hardware. In doing this the "tweeking" tion audit (FCA) and a physical con- phase, which means moving efficient-

or make it work" syndrome frequent- figuration audit (PCA) are conducted ly to full-production go ahead.
%i v overshadows the true ability to near the conclusion of the FSD phase. However, recognize that to be effective

repetitively build the hardware in a These reviews serve to establish the the POM must be produced in the true

factory, or even ascertain the relation- production baseline. In accordance production facility; at worst, in a half-
ship of manufacturing process upon with MIL-STD-1521, "The Physical way house which is a complete but

performance. Configuration Audit (PCA) shall be reduced copy of the full manufactur-

the formal examination of the as-built ing facilities.
So now it s tested. It passed with the version of a configuration item against

usual set of needs: with jumper wires, its technical documentation in order to Summary
. tuts in etch, and so on. Changes in the establish the Configuration Items pro- Validation demonstration managers

.e'ign at this point have been confin- duct baseline." The objective of the demonstrate the concept's feasibility;
ind to completing the invention. FCA shall be to verity that the con- the full-scale development managers

the key prodntibilit and testabilit tfiguration items actual performance must demonstrate that the practical
hi,,e,. At best a prb aper productit complies with its Part I development solution meets specification numbers
issues.,At best, a paper production specification. If the audits are suc- and requirements; the production
readiness exertise was required. cessfully completed, which means that
\lManufti turing must nowv produce it, all specification requirements are either proved solution. Although the FSD is

- lh'arlv. the traditional acquisition met or officially modified and the to be the entry to production, neither FSD is
approach does not always result in a drawings and hardware match, the skills, monies, tasks, nor milestones
producible design. In the acquisition design is transferred to production,spport a meaningful production in-

. proess. first evidence of weapon anti the FSD phase ends. troduction. In fact, the design is usual-
,v,,te' problems, usually becomes, ap- The PCA anti the FCA are the quan- ly perceived by the manufacturer as
parent when a program transitions titative milestones that drive discipline having been thrown over the wall by
tro full-salctah'dvelopment into pro- into the FSD phase. The two-cycle FSD engineering. Yet, FSD has met its ob-
" Lu tion. This transition is errone(, approach noted previously would have jectives. There is a design; it is tested,
Iv~ though't to be a di, re te evetnt in a full FCA with a delta PCA at the and it is documented. Can it be built?

ubt' "engineering cvyle conlusion, and a full
It is (ertain that tht' prv,,ent prote,.,, PtA with a (]ita FCA at the a NIP Rit ihr iigraduate ofPMC

Is Sic h thai without for (ing a (on- preprodution cvle tontIluSion. which -, I is associateid with Hughes Air-
,id'raiin for produ ion during -SI). imposes, quantitative milestones in taft (, pau nti, Fullerton. Calif.
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V.

Important keys to achieving referred to as "fessup reviews." A PCA Production," Defense Science Task
satisfactory results" in production lie on the factory build hardware prior to Force on Transitioning from Develop-

in adherence to an approach, which FSD completion can serve as a forcing ment to Production, May 25, 1983.
removes barriers among acquisition function to smooth the transition bet- p.3.

3."- phases and imposes a true manufactur- ween engineering and production.U 2.bd.p
ing build during FSD. Only through an 2. Ibid, p. 3.

actual factory build can the FSD design Notes 3. Dr. David Weimer, CMC,
be matured to a satisfactory produc- 1. "Solving the Risk Equation in Management Consultant
tion baseline. The PCAs and FCAs are Transitioning from Development to

Figure 2. A Different Full-Scale Development Phase

FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT MANUFACTURING MATURITY PREPRODUCTION

'4-:" I DESIGN MATURITY --
'" DESIGN FOR PRODUCIBILITY, MANUFACTURABILITY IMPROVEMENTS

MAINTAINABILITY, RELIABILITY PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS PREPLANNED PRODUCT IMPROVEMENTS -

PROOF OF DESIGN SYSTEMS/UNITS.-.-.

ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT MODELS ) PRODUCTION
DEVELOPMENT TEST, OPERATIONAL I 'TOOLS COMPTE

'S A EFCA / PRODUCTION TEST EQUIPMENTTEST, AND EVALUATION -ON LINE/FIRST ARTICLE

PLANNING (FABRICATION IPCA I INSPECTION
AND ASSEMBLY)

:"-- PRODUCTION IMPLEMENTATION "" "

I PROOF OF MANUFACTURING ..-. .![7
I SYSTEMS/UNITS Vv

RATE RAMP UP TO PRODUCTION RATE IPRODUCTI
REQUIRED BY PRODUCTION CONTRACT-----, I .PCA

I-PCA

I FCA

Table 1. Production Developers Approach,

SUCCESSFUL UNSUCCESSFUL

• ,- 1) Designers design to standards set by 1) Designers design to engineering standards
manufacturing engineering.

a a-

2) Production engineering "signs off" 2) Production engineering is not a design
*drawings. participant.

3) Management focuses on "How much will it 3) Management focuses on "will it perform?" ,
cost to produce?" "-."

4) A "Pilot" production line Is used for matured 4) FSD nevers matures as engineering
FSD units to "Get the bugs out." discipline, is not exercised to complete the

5) Production entry Is the culmination of a design and prove the design early in FSD.
carefully planned process for profit maximation- 5) Production gets the result of the above proc-
with only "unkown unkowns" being worked late ess to "Do its best."
In FSD.
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widely recognized and acknowl- the two general types of competition The main issue in measuring addedF ree, competitive markets are This paper considers the effects of Analytical Methodologyedged as the cornerstone of our available to DOD-winner take all costs or savings resulting from com-
great society. At the same time, and split buy-on cost. The petition during recurring production is:
there is disagreement regarding methodology used to estimate these ef- "Compared to what?" Obviously, once

whether, and how much, government fects is described. A case study of the competition has been introduced into
involvement in the regulation of cer- Sparrow AIM-7F program is given a program, the recurring production
tain aspects of our economy is special attention because it underscores costs of a sole source must be estimated
desirable. The government has recent- many issues regarding competition rather than measured. Costs tend to
ly taken major steps to deregulate two that cannot readily be resolved by decrease for successive units produced
important sectors: the telephone quantitative analysis. Finally, I make due to learning. Thus, if a learning
system and the airlines. These actions general remarks to highlight some of curve has been established by the in-
have received decidedly mixed short- the core issues related to understand- itial source, then the cost for produc-
term reviews and whether they will be ing the defense marketplace and how ing various quantities may be
viewed positively over the long run is it might be affected by increased estimated. To establish a sole-source
difficult to say. competition. learning curve, cost (in constant year

Some government officials who dollars) and quantity data for at least
have embraced competition as a two non-competitive buys are
panacea are now attempting to expand required.
its application in the procurement of Once a sole-source learning curve
weapon systems as they believe that it ".... government- has been established, the effects of
will lead to less expensive products of competition may be estimated. If the
higher quality. Their intent is com- imposed changes to govmet's mal cost f the 
mandable. However, in their eagerness chno government's actual cost for the com-to embrace competition many have an existing market petitive quantities is above the costestimated for a sole source, an added
not made an effort to understand how ay -
it might be effectively applied within structure may have cost is assessed to competition; if its ac-
thetual cost is below the estimated cost,major unintended a savings is credited to competition.
place. Also, they have failed to differ- This methodology is depicted in Figure
entiate among the general types of e c tsm o e
competition available and to determine e 1.
circumstances under which each would The application of this simple
be likely to yield the desired outcomes. methodology for estimating the effect

A good example of this tendency to of competition on recurring produc-

view competition through rose-colored tion cost allows comparable estimates

glasses is illustrated by the following The Bottom Lines to be made for several cases. Of
remarks made by a senior defense of- Since many decision-makers want a course, it also has the disadvantage of

. ficial advocating to increase the use of simple, direct answer to the question suppressing collective program -"-
competition in procurements: "As for of whether or not competition should peculiarities which should be of in- -o exm
aerospace, fewer than half the number be established for a production pro- terest to the decision-maker. For exam-
of commercial aircraft delivered last gram, one will be provided. Yes, if the pIe, it was observed that the final sole-
year were delivered this year-the program is amenable to annual source purchase was often above or
fourth straight year of decline. We can- winner-take-all competitions without below the calculated learning curve. A .- .- '

not see any substantial revivals of long lead-time and high start-up costs. final sole-source point below the n-
, commercials business... in the near The data to support this answer are calculated learning curve could in- -

future. It is clear that defense programs presented in Table I and are essential- dicate that the firm was improving its -
will sustain a large segment ly unambiguous. However, if it is efficiency as a reaction to the impen-
of... .[aerospace] for the rest of the necessary to establish and qualify a ding competition. A final sole-source ,..
decade. second source and to maintain two point above the cost, calculated learn-

It is indeed ironic that the official did contractors in production simultane- ing curve could mean that it was tak-
% not mention the role that deregulating ously in order to hold annual competi- ing advantage of its sole-source posi-

the airlines played in reducing the tions, then no easy answer can be tion and maximizing profit while still
capital available for fleet moderniza- given. As shown in Table 2, competi- able to do so. Of course, assumptions
tion and, thereby, in significantly con- tive split buys have apparently resulted regarding the reason for the location
tributing to the decline of commercial in both higher and lower recurring pro- of the final sole-source point would be
aircraft business. The point is simply duction costs than would have been speculative. Nonetheless, it does not

that government-imposed changes to experienced under sole-source produc- seem reasonable to assume that a sole-
an existing market structure may have tion. (Since added non-recurring costs source buy would be more expensive
major unintended effectf-. Therefore, were usually incurred in the establish-
actions in this area should be based ment of second sources even programs
upon comprehensive and well-founded for which recurring production savings E Dr. Beltranio is president of
analyses to avoid unplanned out- are indicated may have been more ex- Beltramo and Assiciates. Los Angeles.
comes, pensive overall.) California.
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Table 1. SELECTED COST/QUANTITV DATA
FOR WINNER-TAKE-ALL
COMPETITIONS

Percent Savings or (Added Cost)

Total CAC First Lot Total %Savings/ -

System Quantity ($FY72) Competed Program %Competed

MK48 Torpedo (warhead)* 1,032 9,717 54.3 23.7 50.9
MK38 Torpedo (elec. assy.) 1,034 12,603 37.5 11.6 24.9 -.-

Standard Missile 5,927 51,999 (13.9) (2.4) (2.9)
Hawk Missile (motor parts)* 14,498 1,534 33.4 19.9 46.7
TD-660 Multiplexer* 3,593 9,141 35.4 14.2 35.9
AN/GRC-103 Radio Relay 963 28,863 59.1 11.9 53.8
APX-72 Airborne Transponder 6  27,529 3,014 32.5 9.4 or (1.6) 28.4 or (3.1)
SPA Radar Indicator* 2,011 8,919 25.3 14.2 75.1
TD-352 Multiplexer 3,741 7,399 58.1 36.0 58.0
TD-204 Cable Combiner* 8,733 3,430 56.2 35.5 51.2
CV-1548 Converter 11,583 3,088 63.9 40.2 61.0
TD-202 Radio Combiner* 3,692 3,258 58.1 36.5 51.1
Aerno 60-6042 Ele. Cont. Amp. 666 7,326 53.2 8.5 43.1
MD-522 Modulator-Demod. 4,805 3,112 61.4 25.9 55.0
AN/PRC-77 Manpack Radio 143,347 708 32.2 25.2 29.2 ..-.

FGC-20 Teletype Set' 1,980 2,091 32.6 4.0 28.8
Aerno 42-2028 Generator 1,679 645 10.7 7.3 19.0
Aerno 42-0750 Voltage Reg. 2,175 110 48.6 29.9 58.1

Average 41.1 19.5 42.6

*Last sole source buy significantly below learning curve slope.
. Commonality between 7859 and 7859A is at issue: it common, total savings; if not, total loss.

Last sole source buy significantly above learning curve slope.

Table 2. SELECTED COST/QUANTITY DATA
FOR COMPETITIVE SPLIT-DUVS

Compet- ,
itive Initial Quantlti- ,

es
Split- Sole Initial Second Com-
Buy% Soucre Source Source petitive

savings CAD
10,000 Learning Pre-Com Educe- Split-

Item or $FY72 Curve petition tion Buy
(Cost)* (000)' Slope%

Bullpup Missile G&C 25.8 7.6 82.0 10,895 0 30.575
TOW 22.6 5.6 97.7 18,250 2,885 10,500
Rockeye Bomb 3.7 4.3 83.9 53,913 0 72,558
Shillelagh Missile (6.3) 7.1 76.3 17,945 4,960 29,386
Sparrow AIM-7F G&C (20.5) 46.7 75.6 1,805 295 7,124
Sidewiinder AIM-9D/G G&C (22.0) 3.8 86.4 425 0 2,770
MK46 Torpedo Airframe & G&C (36.4) 28.9 81.8 1,650 0 7,298

*Actual competitive split-buy costs divided by extrapolation of initial sole source learning curve for competitive splitbuy
quantity.

'Estimated based on initial source cummulative average cost (CAC) equation for comparability.
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FIgure 1. METHODOLOGV FOR ESTIMATING EFFECT
OF COMPETITION ON PRICE

ACTUAL SOLE SOURCE /COMPETITIVE PICE
LEARNING CURVE

ESTIMATED ADDED COST

E M T ESTRAPOLATED SOLE

COMPETITIVE PRICE

-- oS R(LOG SCALE) C

*. per unit than the immediately Perhaps even more significant is the Raytheon receivcd its initial produc- -,,"
., preceding one, yet that assumption is tendency of any methodology that tion contract for Sparrow AIM-7F in """
•. implicit in many of the reported cases, looks at the results in the aggregate to FY 72 and in FY 74 General Dynamics -- '

~~~conceal unique characterisitics of idi- was established as a second source.
Specifically, of Ao ocases considered, vidual programs. For example, Dual-source competition was initiated k.

S 25 were suitable for analysis in that although the procurements of the beginning with the FY 77 buy and four '"
." competition was actually implemented Rockeye Bomb and Shillelagh Missile split-buy competitions were held, three .'ii!
"; following two or more sole- source have been labeled "competitive," the of which were won by Raytheon. -,.-
', procurements and complete data indicate that in both cases the Complete cost and quantity data for •",--

-* cost/quantity data were available. Of higher cost producer received the the Sparrow AIM-7F program are_--
- these cases, which are represented in larger split-buy quantity. Thus, com- presented in Table 3.
, Tables 1 and 2, five had only two sole- petition for those items may have been , ;
.. source procurements so that the final more apparent than real. To provide Quantitative Analysis

' purchase was on the learning curve by a more in-depth look at the problems To apply the analytical methodo- .
" definition. Thus, for the cases where inherent in obtaining fully satisfactory logy discussed above, it was necessary

S more than two sole-source pro- results when applying a simple to calculate Raytheon's sole-source ""

*" curements had been held, the final methodology, a single program, the learning curve for use in estimating the ' "
- sole-source lot unit cost was above the Sparrow AIM-7F, is considered below sole-source cost for the total quantity. ,

l earning curve in six cases and below in greater detail. Power functions were fitted to the ""'-:
V it in 12 cases. When it was above the - --

curve, it was usually considerably so. Sparrow AIM-7F: A Case Study average unit costs and cumulative ..--.
average costs of the four Raytheon ,-'-

If it is assumed that the final sole- The Sparrow AIM-7F is one of the sole-source buys preceding the split- o--
source buy would be more significant several versions of the Sparrow Missile buy competitions to derive the learn- ",.--"~
than the earlier buys in estimating the designed by Raytheon and produced ing curve. "-...

IL

cost of the next sole source buy, then since 1956. The operational require-

savings were over-estimated on the ment for the Sparrow AIM-7F was As shown in Table 3, the cost of the
average. Arbitrarily weighting a par- identified in 1965. The AIM-7F first competitive lot (FY 77) for 1,320
ticular data point is not statistically ac- guidance and control (G&C) utilized a units produced by Raytheon and s- o-ceptabe and, while a preferred alter- solid state design which proved more General Dynamics was $105.7 million.

native to the method of extrapolating complex than anticipated and resulted Sole-source cost esitmates for the same
a sole-source learning curve in order to in stretching the development effort lot are $88.3 million and $92.2 million,
estimate its future cost performance over 8 years. Since the G&C group ac- depending on whether the unit or C,. c -

has not been identified, the potential counts for about 90 percent of the cumulative average cost equation is
pitfalls inherent in this methodology missile's cost, it is the focus of the used. Thus, dual-source competition is
are acknowledged. following discussion and analysis. assumed to have added between 14. .

e Program Manager 3i Septeiber-Octobcr 1o85 th.e-
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and 19.7 percent to the cost of the first tion, planning, tooling, and test equip- sion may be viewed largely as a con-
competitive lot. ment, and second-source qualification. tinuing down on the existing learning

A second method for measuring the Also, a conservative estimate of the curve, whereas a model with major
effect of competition on recurring pro- added cost of the educational buy modifications would begin with a true
duction cost is to compare the actual ($25.4 million) was made by multiply- first unit.

total recurring production cost with ing the difference between the initial Since the AIM-7F has little in com-
the estimated sole-source cost for the and second-source average unit costs Sin ti
total quantity. As shown in Table 3 during the precompetition phase by the mon with the preceding models, atota quntiy. A shwn n Tale ansteeper slope would be expected for it
the actual recurring production oc) r second-source quantity. Thus, an sp eo bx drthectual r224urinits pr ion . estimated added non-recurring cost of than for the AIM-7D, 7E, and
all 9,224 units was $758.1 alon. est1im a nreurrin ostbofs 7E-2-all else being equal. Thus, the
Sole-source estimates for that same $64.1 million was required to establishassumption is made that the expected
quantity are $632.5 million and $656.9 GD as a second source, sole-source learning curve slope for the
million. Thus, dual-source competition In conclusion, by using this simple, Sparrow AIM-7F would have been ap-
is assumed to have added between 15.4 generally accepted methodology it is proximately the same as that ex-
and 19.8 percent to the total recurring estimated that total costs for the Spar- perienced for the AIM-7C (84 percent,
production cost of the Sparrow row AIM-7F Program were increased cumulative average) since both ver-
AIM-7F program. by between $165.3 and $189.7 millions sions were essentially new designs.

Finally, the estimated added cost for of FY 77 dollars as a result of This learning curve slope was used to
the total production program was establishing a second source and im- recalculate AIM-7F sole-source projec-
divided by the percentage of the total plementing dual-source competition. tions to determine whether savings
quantity that was competed to provide would be indicated if a more "normal"
an indication of the effect dual- source Subjective Judgments and learning curve slope had been used. In
competition might have had on total Comments fact, a total program savings of about
recurring production cost by im- Some have challenged the above 11 percent could be attributed to com-
plementing it at the outset. By dividing conclusion by arguing that the unusual petition by applying this assumption.
the estimated cost percentage added to steepness of the Raytheon sole-source On the other hand, a case could be
the total production program (15.4 to learning curve was caused by the made that, if the government had ex-
19.8 percent) by the percent of Spar- threat of competition from GD. To ex- ploited the threat of competition and
row AIM-7F units produced under amine the merit of this argument, data negotiated effectively with Raytheon
dual-source competition (77.2 per- were obtained for previous models of as a sole source, even greater savings
cent), it is estimated that total produc- the Sparrow (i.e., AIM-7C, D, E and might have resulted from optimizing
tion program costs would have been E2), all of which were procured from the added economies of scale inherent
increased by 19.9 to 25.6 percent if Raytheon on a sole-source basis, in a single producer.
competition had been implemented at It is hypothesized that learning- Since the preceding discussion takes
the beginning of recurring production. curve slopes would be flatter for the analysis of the Sparrow AIM-7F

Substantial non-recurring costs also models of a given item having greater dual-source competition from the ob-
were incurred to establish competition commonality with previous models- jective to the subjective by discussing
for the Sparrow AIM-7F. Specifically, all else being equal.' This is because "normal" learning curve slopes, it is
an additional $38.7 million was models with only very minor also appropriate to cite and consider
estimated for data package prepara- modifications over the previous ver- other significant and related issues.

Table 3. SPARROW AIM- 7F TOTAL RECURRING
PRODUCTION COST DATA

Raytheon General Dynamics Yearly Totals

Fiscal Average Total Average Total Total
Year Quantity Cost Cost Quantity Cost Cost Quantity Cost

(FY775M) (FY775K) (FY775M) (FY775M) (FY77$M)

72 100 415.8 41.6 ...... 100 41.6
73/74 225 212.0 47.7 15 916.5 13.7 240 61.4

75 600 111.6 67.0 70 233.2 16.3 670 83.3
76 880 94.7 83.3 210 130.2 27.3 1090 110.6
77 1110 75.0 83.2 210 107.0 22.5 1320 105.7
78 1400 65.1 91.1 750 77.5 58.1 2150 149.2
79 900 62.1 55.9 1310 52.4 68.6 2210 124.5
80 1144 53.5 61.2 300 68.6 20.6 1444 81.8

Totals 6359 531.0 2865 227.1 9224 758.1

Progra m Malia,ge 32 Septeinbr-October 1985
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The first is that, in winning the initial It also is noted that GD incurred a how to proceed with the establishment
competition, Raytheon managed to loss on the one competitive lot it won of dual-source competition for future
double its pro 'it percentage from about by bidding too optimistically. While a programs.
13 to 25 percent (based on data pro- loss of this magnitude by a major
vided by NAVAIR), while lowering its defense contractor may not be cause Further Remarks
price primarily by reducing manufac- for concern, it is important to recog- Some people feel that top DOD of- I
turing support costs. From a parochial, nize that a fundamental characteristic ficials, 'legislators, and their support L
programmatic viewpoint, this may not of our economy is free entry and exit staffs have all too often failed to grasp
be cause for alarm. However, from a from markets. If the management of a what competition " and how critical . -

broader vantage point, significant firm can identify more profitable long- factors that drive acquisition costs are . -
* questions should be raised: term uses of its resources, it is guilty influenced by dividing a fixed produc-

of malfeasance if it does not pursue tion quantity between two sources.
-it these manufacturing support them. It would be ironic in,,eed if dual- Reasonable policy decisions may be -personnel were expendable, wh did source competition did not achieve one made only if based upon a sound con-

government program management of its stated purposes-enhancement of ceptual framework. Volumes would be
S personnelnot have themeliminatedat the mobilization base-but rather had required to thoroughly examine these
a much earlier date (e.g., during the opposite effect by causing contrac- issues: however, only a few brief com-

AIM-7C production)? tors to seek greener pastures. 3  ments will be made below in hope of

-What happened to Raytheon's The most significant point to be stimulating further inquiry and
manufacturing support personnel learned from the aoi AIM-7F discussion.
when it le', the AIM-7F program? If itlaefm h parrow
was loaded ,nto another DOD pro- dual-source competition is that, even Competitive Strategies
gram, perhaps competition on the when complete and accurate data are "Co e n ' ls d b
am, perhpol to reallocate costs available, a crystal ball is required to ompeiion" is oosey use y

among determine "what happened and why." many to evoke images of unbridled
several in-house programs rivalry among two or more firms. In

provided added profit for one of them Of course, answers to these questions fact, dual-source "competition" (a
and, therefore, higher total costs to the are crucial in determining whether and duopoly dealing with a monopsonist)
government. 2  may create no more rivalry than the
- d-How the elimination of A crystal ball is bilateral monoploy typifies (sole

manufacturing support personnel at- source) weapon systems acquisition.
tect producibility improvements over required to deter- To amplify on this, you must recall
the long-term? Specifically, is there that businesses seek to maximize prof-

any correlation among the major dif- In ine "what hap- it; however, their approach to achiev-

ficulties currently being experienced in ,, an L ing this goal may vary widely depen-
producing the AIM-7M and the reduc- pened and why. ding upon how they define profit; e.g.,
tion of sustaining engineering man- time period covered, organizational
power on the prior model? boundary (corporate, division, prod-

A Sjarrowv AIM 7 is test fired from an F A-18 Hornet.
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uct) and the base to which it is applied tities are produced, they reflect the Although production rate is very
(sales, return on investment). In his complex interaction of several plant sensitive, much analysis has ..
book, Competitive Strategy: Tecimi- variables including: industry, recently been devoted to generalizing

* ques for Analyzing Industries and organization, and operator learning; he effect of production rate on cost.
Competitors, Michael E. Porter iden- economies of scale and production Unfortunately, since production-
tifies three generic strategies that firms rate; manufacturing processes used quantity data are more difficult to ob-
follow to out-perform others in their (i.e., mixes of labor, capital, and tain than buy-quantity data, the
industry. They are: material); and factor prices paid. Each assumption has sometimes been made

-Differentiation. Creating the of these variables makes a significant that buy-quantities are a close proxy.
offers contribution to learning-curve slope; This is an incorrect assumption! Con-"rso tin thatue teg., fihowever, it is difficult to specify sider the bu, vs. production quantity

-mtinnovation, reliabilityoy theoretically their relative impacts for data for Sparrow AIM-7F presented in
in to rlbi)a particular case, and impossible to Table 4. Both firms have effectively

-Focus. Serving a particular target measure them empirically given the in- used the time-lag to smooth out their .
(e.g., buyer or segment of product line adequate data available, rates to the extent possible in order to
very well. It is generally felt that a firm's avoid inefficience that would be in-

-Cost Leadership. Emphasizing learning-curve slope may serve as a duced by greatly varying the costs.
efficiency. proxy for measuring efficiency (i.e.,
Only the cost-leadership strategy has the steeper the slope the more efficient Cost Estimating Models

cost reduction as its objective. To be the firm). However, like most simple The government has sought a cost
successful, this startegy often requires rules, many exceptions exist. For ex- estimating methodology for com-
significant capital investment to cap- ample, a firm could be very efficient petitive programs that would provide
ture market share which, in turn, risks and have a relatively flat slope if it estimates for the budget. Unfortunate-
obsolescence should new designs or utilized a high proportion of capital ly, evidence presented in Table 2 has
manufacturing technologies be equipment. Also, if the item being pro- often been overlooked: Sometimes
developed. While cost is not unimpor- duced used many off-the-shelf com- dual-source competition leads to a
tant in pursuing the other two ponents, then a true first unit cost lower cost, and sometimes to a higher
strategies, it is a secondary concern, would not be represented by the data. cost. Models have proliferated based
Thus, superior profit performance may Furthermore, a firm could be operating upon the underlying assumption that
be achieved by a higher cost pro- efficiently and have a relatively steep the second source will always be more

1 ducer. 4 And dual-source competition, slope but its output could still have a efficient than the initial source.
where a guaranteed minimum annual higher cost than a less efficient firm (Catchy descriptions of this imagined
quantity exists for the high bidder, paying lower factor prices, behavior have enen been coind that
leaves ample room for the higher cost have more relevance tothe Top 40 than
producer to "game" the situation in to economics).
order to maximize profit. Several Economies of Scale -They are derived from a combing-
means of avoiding such gaming have Dividing production between two The ar i.erivked.fro ad c bnu
been discussed by government person- sources causes potential economies of tion of winner-take-all and split-buy
nel (e.g., step-ladder quotes) but they scale to be foregone that might have cludmpetitin dataand theo caSeSvoid in-

may be readily manipulated by a been available to a single source pro-
shrewd contractor. A point that can- ducing a larger quantity. When a firm stances of higher estimated costs.
not be overstated is that once a second begins to produce an item, an efficient -If one accepts these models, then
source has been established and found rate is implied. If its production rate the message to acquisition ]
wanting, the government has lost a were significantly lower than the policymakers is clear: Establish a se-
very important "stick" for keeping the designated output, then its costs would cond source and terminate the initial
initial source in line (i.e., the threat of be higher than optimal, primarily source to take advantage of scale
competition). because fixed costs w?uld be amortized economies to provide lower overall
The Application of Learning over a smaller base. If its production costs.
Curves rate were significantly above the Conclusions

designated efficient machinery, third-
As discussed above, cost/quantity shift premiums, and added mainte- Annual winner-take-all competi-

relationship (i.e., learning-curves) are nance. This behavior characterizes the tions should be held whenever feasible.
a key concept for comparing and U-shaped curve that is theorized in Dual-source competitions, on the other

analyzing two producers of a given basic economics texts. It is indeed hand, should be implemented only
product. An overview of these impor- logical that such a curve would exist following comprehensive analysis of
tant relationships is provided below over the short-run to accommodate a their probable effects. At a minimurr
and an attempt is made to clarify some required surge, for example. However, such analyses should consider:
of the serious misconceptions that have no empirical evidence of such a curve - The item involved-its design and
crept into analyses of dual-source exists because all data studied reflect manufacturing complexities, the
competition, the long run during which managers planned procurement schedule and

Although cost/quantity relation- make adjustments to increase capacity quantity, the status and ownership of
ships simply indicate the extent to and restore efficient operations as char- technical data, and availability of
which cost declines as greater quan- acterized by the L- shaped curve, technical assistance.
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Table 4. SPARROW AIM- 7P BUY VS. also true); production interruptions
(delays or rate reductions have been .,-".

PRODICTION QUANTITIES shown to affect learning undesirably, V,
as labor "forgets" and fixed overhead

FY RAYTHEON GENERAL DYNAMICS charges are allocated over a smaller
Buy Production Buy Production base); and the marketing strategy

1972 100" -- - employed (the most significant feature
1973/74 225 24 15* - of dual-source competition is that both

1975 600 167 70 - firms are guaranteed a portion of the
1976 880 332 210 _ buy and therefore have alternative
1977 1110 925 210 70 means available for maximizing prof-
1978 1400 1086 750 395 it (i.e., they do not have to be the low
1979 900 1077 1310 391 bidder to benefit).
1980 1144 1000 300 1027 2. According to NAVAIR personnel
1981 - 722 - 961 at the time this was written, DCAA
1982 - 881 - - will investigate this matter.

1983 - 41 - - 3. An example of this is the Bendix
Total 6359 6255"* 2865 2844"* Corporation decision to close its

Guidance Systems Division largely
'Not included in production quantities. Note: First lots may be development units. because of the government's decision

regarding a HARM second source. AtFor Raytheon, the difference between the total buy and the total production quantity the same time the threat of competition
is because the production quantity does not include the first buy of 100 units and on HARM is credited by many as caus-omp

the FY 73/74 and FY78 production data supplied by NAVAIR were each missing ing the sole source to significantly
tWO units. lower its price. A rhetorical question

*For General Dynamics, the difference between the total buy and the total prodution is raised: Is a long-term decline in the
quantity is because the production quantity does not include the first buy of 15 defense industrial base an accepted
units and the FY78 and FY80 production data supplied by NAVAIR were in net price for achieving short-term cost sav-
error of minus six units. ings, or are the only marginally effi-

cient producers being eliminated by
this process?

- The structure-of the relevant in- Beltramo, Michael N., and David W. 4. In a leader/follower situation
dustry segment-the number of Jordan: A Review of Material Provid- rivalry will exist only as long as both

* capable firms, traditional rivalries, and ed by NPS for NAVAIR on Dual firms attempt to be the leader; i.e., low
overall capacity utilization. Source Competition, Science Applica- bidder. Each of the other three possi-
- The ability of the program office tions, Inc., September 20, 1983. ble outcomes has an undesirable result
to manage effectively an additional Beltramo, Analysis of the Cost Im- from the government's point of view.
contractor and its ability to negotiate plications of Dual Source Competition 5. The following example may ex-
effectively with a sole source, for the AIAAM, Science Applications, plain some of the apparent savings that
- The added non-recurring costs re- Inc., March 2, 1983. have resulted from dual-source com- 1.,
quired to establish a second source and Beltramo, Issues to be Considered in petition. The government capitalizes
the probability of achieving recurring Establishing Dual Source Competition, sole-source Firm A to produce 1,000

cost savings to offset them given the Science Applications, Inc., September units per year. The program is cut back
findings from the above points. 24, 1982. and A produces only 600 units a year.

Its costs are higher than estimated. The
- Clearly, a decision to implement Beltramo, A Brief Review of government established Firm B as a
dual-source competition should not be Theory, Analytical Methodology, second source to product up to 60 per-
a foregone condlusion; however, Data, and Studies Related to Dual cent of the annual buy (360 units).
under the appropriate set of cir- Source Competition, in the Procure- Because it is capitalized for the ap- .7;
cumstances, it may lead to desirable ment of Major Weapon Systems, propriate rate, B bids lower than A and
results. 0 Science Applications, Inc., August 27, wins the larger share of the initial split-

Bibliograph 1982. buy competition causing a savings to
NOTES be credited. Would A's cost have been

This paper includes original material 1. "All else being equal" is critical lower than B's if it had a capacity of

the respective author in the following changes may influence learning-curve
reports: slopes. Such factors include the
Beltramo, Michael N., Dual Produc- manufacturing process employed (if it
tion Sources in the Procurement of was changed to substitute equipment "One man with courage makes

*. Weapon Systems: A Policy Analysis, for hand labor, a shallower slope a maiority."
4 The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, would be anticipated because capital, ~-Andarew jackson .
*, Calif., P06911-RGI, November, 1983, does not learn-and the opposite is -AndewJacso
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Decision-Making

Environment
Of a Program Office

Paul 0. Ballou, Jr.

ecision-making in the federal The National Defense Stockpile pro- strategic and critical materials and to, government is a complex gram is an example of the decision- decrease and to preclude, when possi-

process. Some participating in making process. Program characteris- ble, a dangerous and costly depend-
the process consider it a man- tics must be considered in the analysis, ence by the United States upon foreign
agement art. Successful pro- but those characteristics do not des- sources for supplies of such materials

gram managers are members of an un- cribe how they are to be applied in the in times of national emergency." 3

sung fraternity of decision-makers process. A comprehensive system anal- The national defense stockpile con-
whose cry could be: ysis will consider central program sists of 93 commodities whose total I

"Those who tend the stables ride not issues, forces of each subsystem actor, value was approximately $11 billion at
the horses; those who hone thesword and program characteristics. Within the end of December 1984. These ma-
feel only its point; those who craft the the system of pluralism, I will describe terials are stored at more than 100
decision glory but in its beauty." the program actors and identify the locations nationwide. Operation of

two tending to be the most and the these storage facilities represents anAuthor anonymous least supportive, enormous warehousing operation in-
Wallace S. Sayre identifies nine sets Program Background volving millions of tons of material,

of actors or power structures involved most of which were acquired in the
in the federal decision-making system. The United States is dependent on 1940s and 1950s. Changes in technol-
Each actor is considered a sub-system foreign sources for vital materials re- ogy have made large quantities of the
directly influencing program policy quired for national defense and for our inventory obsolete for modern indus-

and procedure decisions. Figure 1 is the major industries during periods of na- try requirements; thus, major restruc- .4
-. model diagram setting forth each ac- tional emergency. Senator Barry turing of the stockpile inventory is

tor, the power structure span, and Goldwater of Arizona indicated that now necessary. Some materials have
" representative relationships.' A pro- the United States was "more than 50 deteriorated and require rotation,

gram manager must understand the in- percent dependent on foreign sources while others need to be refined or proc
terests, motivations and values of each for 23 of the 40 critical materials most essed into forms suitable for current
actor to work effectively within the essential to our $2.3 trillion needs. Materials in the inventory are

eooy '2 Th iedttsi eed.Mtrasi h netr r

power structure, economy." The United States is close woefully inadequate to meet our cur-
Figure-1'emphasizes the pluralistic to 100 percent dependent for cobalt, rent requirements. As a result, the U.S..p"Figure I emphasizes the pluralistic chromium, columbium, manganese rn eurmns sarslteUS

nature of the federal decision-making cou olum , mangaese capability to conduct a major conven-
process. A program manager must de- and tantalum, which are vital tional war for more than a few months
velop working relationships with key materials for aerospace. is limited. 4

people in each subsystem to facilitate To prevent a dangerous and costly To stockpile a 3-year (wartime)
efficient program management. Prob- dependence on foreign supply sources supply of the materials in accordance
lem areas must be negotiated with the during a crisis, the United States main- with national policy would require a
key people until integrative solutions tains a national defense stockpile of purchase totaling approximately $10
can be found that are satisfactory to non-fuel materials to avoid military billion. On March 31, 1981, the White
all. setbacks and economic damage during House announced the start of the first

A program manager's functions and national emergencies. The first major purchase program for the stockpile in
activities are identified in the com- federal program to stockpile strategic over 20 years. The acquisition pro-
ponents of the governing process. The and critical materials was authorized gram is the first step in restructuring
decision-making system is accom- and initiated under a 1939 act and was the stockpile. Other program activities
plished during the governing process, amended by the Strategic and Critical will include rotation, reprocessing,
which is influenced by subsystem ac- Materials Stock Piling Revision Act of refining, and disposal of excess mate-
tors in Sayre's model and the program 1979. rials. President Reagan has stated that
characteristics. Each actor's power and The Congress stated its purpose for "It is the policy of this Administration
influence is dynamic in each program enacting the law was "to provide for to decrease America's minerals vulner- -
environment, the acquisition and retention of certain ability by taking positive action that
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terials for national defense. Material
Figure 1. DECISION-MAKING SYSTEM transactions affect international mar-

kets that, in turn, influence interna-
Political President Other tional relationships which are of

dparties d artments primary concern to the State Depart-
* .ment.

The program dichotomy creates
checks and balances and conflicts

Congress Proam Courts among involved agencies and the pro-Manager gram goals.

Political Parties

Interest Media In general, there is a limited capabili-
groups Career ty to produce critical and strategic

saer materials in the United States. Only a
few Western states are involved in pro-
ducing materials. Accordingly, the

will promote our national security, ment by proposing changes to the im- program does not have a national con-
help ensure a healthy and vigorous plementing laws. The Congress is very stituency that exerts pressure through
economy, create American jobs, and critical of this and prior administra- national political parties. Each new
protect America's natural resources tions for using the stockpile for political administration does appointand environment."'  economic and budget balancing administrators and secretaries who ,..,

Actors and Their Influences purposes. directly influence program policy.

President Reagan is taking an active Courts
role in the program. His policy state- Program activities are confronted by Media

ment April 5, 1982, clarifies program the courts in both buying and selling. There are several producer and con- V
goals and objectives. Two specific The law requires that acquisitions and sumer publications interested in stock-
presidential directives have been issued disposals be accomplished to avoid un- pile transactions. National policy
concerning the acquisition program. due disruption of the usual markets of issues are reported by national and in-
Other directives have been imple- producers, processors and consumers ternational publications. Other media
mented by the National Security of the materials. Legal counsel is have interest in specific issues such as
Council and the Office of Management sought from the Department of Justice, national defense, international trade,
and Budget. However, there is an General Service Administration environment, and economics.
anomaly between the policy and its (GSA), Federal Emergency Manage- Favorable media coverage of the
implementation. Economic and inter- ment Agency (FEMA), and other in- program is vital to its success in ac-
national policies result in conflicting volved agencies. Program activities complishing goals; unfavorable media 21
forces with defense policy, conflict with many areas of the reaction results in audits, investiga-

economy and result in restraining tions, and delays. The program's ap-
The Congress orders and other legal actions to pre- pearance to the public is a mirror

The Committees on Armed Services vent stockpile transactions, reflection of its actual condition. There
of the Senate and House of Represen- is program support in the decision-
tatives have a very active role in pro- Other Bureaus making system if it is perceived as a

gram execution. Legislation is required The GSA is responsible for alloca- successful program.
before excess material can be sold. The tion of resources and program im-
Annual Material Plan must be submit- plementation. The FEMA is responsi- Interest Groups
ted for congressional approval before ble for program planning and pro- Organized interest groups promote
material can be acquired. Any devia- gramming. The Departments of In- the development of sources of mate-
tion to established acquisition pro- terior, Commerce, State, Defense, rials within the United States and
cedures must be submitted to the com- Energy, and Agriculture each have a lobby for domestic restrictions on
mittees for approval. vested interest in the program. Inputs foreign materials. The Defense Produc-

from the other agencies involved in- tion Act authorizes non-competitive
Congressional oversight committees clude technical, economic, and mar- procurement action to assist U.S. pro-

frequently call for hearings on stock- keting data and analysis of factors such ducers in expanding their capabilities.
pile goals, materials management, use as supply, demand, consumption,
of U.S. flag vessels, domestic produc- prices, specifications and quality re- International interest groups bring ..
tion capabilities, quality of stockpile quirements. These inputs support the pressure-through political and eco-
materials, and acquisition policies and development of marketing, acquisi- nomic channels-to influence stockpile
procedures. Members of the Congress tion, and disposal plans. transactions to either buy their
frequently are calling for GAO inves- materials, or to refrain from selling ex-
tigations of stockpile policy and opera- The stockpile program affects other cess stockpile materials that are in
tion. The Congress frequently has agencies' abilities to meet their goals. competition within their domestic
called for improved stockpile manage- Defense and Energy must have the ma- production.
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Organized interest groups promote the development of sources
of materials within the United States and lobby for domestic restric-
tions on foreign materials.

The program manager finds that any The strategy and tactics used by the Public interests are considered in the
action he takes will be criticized by program manager to deal with the decision-making process. Goals of the
some interest group. A foreign acquisi- Congress involves providing informa- Congress, government bureaus, and
tion will be opposed by both domestic tion to key congressmen and congres- program managers are common to-
producers and other foreign countries; sional committee staff members ward national defense and freedom.
any sale will be opposed by both do- through formal and informal channels. Day-to-day decisions affect total pro-
mestic and foreign producers. Pro- Congressional needs are satisfied by gram goals; individuals do not make
ducers object to the stockpile because the program manager in various ways decisions based upon a specific state-
it represents an overhang on the including clarification of media ques- ment of public interest, but it is con-
market. There is no satisfactory tions, data for constituents, meeting sidered in overall program objectives.
answer to the interest groups-only action schedules, acknowledgements, L Sp i u t
compromise. and personal associations. Compro-
Career Staff mises are negotiated on disposal The least support a subsystem actor

authorization materials and quantities, could give a program manager may
Many people's careers have been appropriation amounts, goal accom- take the form of no actions or no ob-

spent working on the program for plishment schedules, and changes to jections. It is almost impossible to
more than 25 vears. Their goals have legislation that will benefit the make effective program decisions
been related with program goals; their program. without some support from every ac-
successes have been directly related to tor. The executive office of the presi-
program successes. To a large degree, Government bureaus are supportive dent and interest groups are the two
program decisions affect the career of the stockpile due to their interrelated least supportive subsystems of the
employee emotionally and econom- goals with the program. The Depart- stockpile program.
ically. ments of Defense and Energy have ma- The Office of Management and

There is a conflict of interest among jor roles due to their needs in times of Budget (OMB) within the executive of-
career employees and program needs national emergency. If the materials fice, opposes stockpile acquisitions
when joint success is interdependent, are not available in wartime, the na- from several prospectives. First, expen-
Program decisions are influenced by tion's ability to produce arms will be ditures increase the federal budget at
personal considerations and past ex- eliminated; the availability of critical a point in time when every effort is be-
periences. Objective evaluations of and strategic materials may be the dif- ing made to lower outlays. Second, in-
problem areas tend to become auto- ference between winning or losing. The come received from the sale of excess
matic decisions based upon subjective FEMA assists because of responsibili- materials can be used to reduce the re-
or obsolete criteria and employees' ties for stockpile policy and national quirement to borrow additional funds
goals. emergency management. The State to run the government. Last, the

Supportive Subsystems Department program support involves stockpile size is used to justify other
the international aspect of buying and federal expenditures that could be

The Congress and government selling materials. The Departments of reduced if the stockpile were reduced.
bureaus are the two subsystems most Commerce and Interior provide sup- To the extent U.S. producers can be
supportive ot the National Defense port as a result of their larger roles in encouraged to develop domestic capac- .
Stockpile program. The Congress has foreign trade and the development of ity for the materials, there will be a
supported the program through its in- U.S. producing industries, reduction in federal expenditures with
terest, legislative goals, and program an increase in business and jobs in the
evaluations. Congressional action has The stockpile meets needs of other domestic economy. The current OMB - -

been motivated by constituency action government bureaus at the same time objective is to reduce outlays, increase
through interest groups and the e- accomplishments are satisfying pro- income, and expand the domestic
pressed requirements of the Depart- gram managers' requirements. Strat- economy. Acquisitions for the stock-
ments of Defense, Agriculture, and egy and tactics are realized through in- pile program conflict directly with the
Energy. teragency committees for planning and OMB objectives. Accordingly, the ac-

People of the United States believe implementing the program, and re- quisition budget has been reduced to
that freedom can be retained only quirements and transactions are a rate that, if continued at the current
through a strong national defense-- tailored to consider multiple needs of amount, the stockpile will take more
the stockpile is a cornerstone for all involved. Personal relationships than 100 years to restructure.
defense in times ot national emergen- have been developed among interagen- Domestic and international interest
(y. The media report on our nation's cy committee members and program groups are organized to benetit their ,
capability, thereby keeping the public managers: and trade-otfs are made constituents. By definition, stockpile
informed: unfavorable reports produce among material priority, technical materials are strategic and critical and
political pressure that results in con- configuration. quantities, and market are not available in adequate supply in
gressional action, considerations, the United States. Domestic interest
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Strategic Mobility
Begins with

Transportability
Billy .Slinger

America recently observed the 40th ing devices, locations of war materiel God forbid that we should ever ex-

anniversary of one of its greatest and troops can be discovered at almost perience another D-Day, but even if

, military challenges and most dramatic any time. It would be virtually im- we never see anything quite like it

successes: the invasion of Normandy. possible to amass, stage, practice, and again, we still need the ability to pro-

D-Day was a magnificent undertaking prepare for an invasion like D-Day ject our forces rapidly to distant
by American, British, Canadian and without being almost instantly theaters. With today's intelligence

French troops, and the names Utah, detected, photographed and, possibly, gathering capability, speed becomes
Omaha, Gold, Juno, and Sword will counterattacked. the top priority in preparing and mov-

long be remembered in the histories of Today, to cut the enemy's reaction ing an invasion force. Any equipment
the Allied nations that participated. time, such an operation would require we build must lend itself to quick and -. .

The Allies amassed 5,000 ships, 900 a very short preparation period. The easy loading and movement by air or

transport planes and millions of per- result would be chaos, sea, day or night, in any kind of
sonnel. They gathered in England and weather. After all, an army that can

practiced every aspect of the invasion, defeat any enemy is no good if it can-

" To get all of those troops and equip- not get to the battlefield on time. .•-
ment across the English Channel, the Engineering for Transportability

Allies used ships, boats, landing craft, How, then, do we ensure that the
and transport planes- whatever was materiel we design and build can be
available. The planning and prepara- transported rapidly?

tion took years. tomouna C-17 cargo aircraft for We do it through the defense depart-- .'

Would it be possible to mount i
similar invasion in today's electronic unloading ships in austere ports ment's engineering for transportabili-

age? It's doubtful. With today's is important to our NATO and
satellites and other intelligence gather- Southwest Asia goals.

A"A
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ty program. But just what is transpor- fuel. Equipment that doesn't meet the sufficient tie-down points that are
tability? Transportability is the in- restrictions of a particular mode of strong enough to ensure safety in
herent capability of a piece of equip- transportation is limited in how it can flight.
ment to be moved. It is the very foun- be moved. One important point project

dation of strategic and tactical mobili-
ty. Transportation, on the other hand, How Transportability Engineering managers should keep in mind when 
is the actual movement of equipment Works at TEA designing equipment that is to be mov-
by such modes as trucks, airplanes, Transportability engineers at TEA C-5, the new Cn7 (1990s), and the ad-.-
byd shithpes.1 190),adth d
and ships. -_ examine the plans for each weapon vance civil/military aircraft (year

system, vehicle, or other major piece 2000) will be in short supply for the
of equipment. While doing so they foreseeable future. Designing equip-
must keep in mind every possible ment to fit such aircraft should be con-
transportation mode that might be us- sidered only as a last resort. Because
ed to move it. of their relative numbers, C-130 and ..

The most frequently used mode, of C-141 aircraft will be the backbone of
course, is the truck. Transportation our airlift capability for some time, so

over roads requires that legal
limits for "" ""-

The ability to l for C-5Aalaxv

respond promptly requires
ali heavyan reliance on

propositioning.

Responsibility for Army transpor-
tability studies belongs to the Military size, gross weight, and axleload be designers should be working primari-
Traffic Management Command met. Equipment must be designed so ly within the limitations of these
(MTMC) and is carried out by the that the transport vehicle can move it aircraft.
MTMCs Transportation Engineering without costly and time-consuming
Agency (TEA). Engineers at TEA special routing and permits. The Engineers at TEA must be very
measure the limiting constraints of engineeers also must consider physical familiar with cargo handling and air-
DOD transportation assets (aircraft, limitations, such as overhead drop systems and their limiting factors.
ships, semitrailers, railroad flatcars, clearances, turning radii, and bridge Besides military aircraft, we also must
containers, etc.) and use the measured weight limits, any of which could ensure that equipment meets the
criteria to develop design standards. make a route totally useless for an physical limitations of the Civil
Department of Defense project essential convoy movement. Reserve Air Fleet. These civilian air-
managers then use those standards t Ocraft provide necessary back-up for
ensure the equipment they design o Ocean and inland waterway modes military airlift. P
eslethe ui t theyned trnspor -are the least restrictive from dimensionselect will fit the planned transporta- adwihstnpnsbteumnt Like fixed wing aircraft, helicopters ,"%"'-

tion asset. Transportability engineers and weight standpoints, but equipment Liefxdwnarcfthlcoes ,*~

t TE a s deve lopan ort he y sier, must have lifting points so it can be have cargo size and weight limitations. .
" '

at TEA also develop, for the soldier,unloaded from, The more weight to be carried, the
written procedures on how to breakbulk ships. It also must have shorter the helicopter's range, because
transport each piece of equipment. tiedown points, so it can be properly the fuel load has to be reduced in pro-

Transportability engineering is vital to secured in the vessel. Finally, it should portion to the cargo weight; therefore,

our national defense, because every be reducible; that is, it should be equipment that is to be carried by

hour that a soldier must spend un- capable of disassembly so that the helicopter must be kept light.

necessarily in disassembling, loading, maximum numbers of items can be Lifting points must be provided on
and reassembling equipment adds to loaded into any one ship. equipment that is to be carried by
our strategic mobility response time. Air transportation is not a require- helicopter as an external load, and tie-
That could mean critical delays when ment for every piece of equipment. down points when it is to be carried
entire units are to be moved to a trou- When it is, TEA engineers consider the as an internal load. The transportabili-
ble spot somewhere in the world. two possible types: fixed wing and ty engineer also must consider the

Transportability engineering also is rotary wing. weight and surface area if the equip-
rreasons. Un- With fixed wing aircraft, TEA ment is to be carried by external sling,

important for other resn.U- Wt ie igarrfTA because these factors determine how
necessarily large and heavy equipment strives to have equipment built that stable the load will be in flight.
burns more fuel and requires more air- will roll on and off the C-130, C-141,
craft, more ships and more semitrailers and C-5 aircraft without disassembly Another area that TEA engineers \..

to move it, which strains our transpor- to minimize loading and unloading must study comes from the continuing
tation assets and wastes even more time. The equipment also must have trend toward containerization in J" %
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transporting cargo. Containers must The TEA provides transportability
meet international standards for size, guidance to the soldier in three ways.
strength, and lifting points. They must Under the new Army Regulation 70-1, First, guidance, procedures, and other
be capable of integration into container the equipment acquisition cycle pro- help can be obtained by telephoning

S handling systems, such as fixed and bably will be shortened. If, as the TEA (commercial 804-878-4647,
mobile cranes, forklifts, wheeled regulation recommends, the process is AUTOVON 927-4647, FTS 988-4647).

wyeestablished beforerPhase oreview.scedure for aesing Pe-qu .pen item
* whre ovemnt y oer-te-soreClearance diagrams for all items of

S operations is restricted. Transportability engineers must be equipment are bound together and

That, in brief, is how TEA transpor- a part of that review by providing published in TB 55-55. Plans also are
tability engineers perform their vital technical considerations for the re- underway to publish clearance
role in strategic mobility. But how quirements document, the acquistion diagrams in operator's manuals.
does the transportability engineering decision document, and all other Third, extensive procedures and in-
proessh actually worlawhenittcome documents reviewed at that time.
mpto developing equipment and moving Transportability ao ms sr ui ar e published in te 55-seris.
ara completed before program-go-ahead, (See Transportability,e mor and affirmed as soon as hardware inside back cover)

Transportability and Policy testing is accomplished. Transpor-
Guidance tability approval means that the Mr. Slinger is chief of the Transpor-

Engineers at TEA get involved transportability agent of the develop- tability Engineering Division
primarily during the early stages of the ing service has certified that the hard- Transportation Engineering Agency,
equipment acquisition process when ware item has met all of the transpor- Military Traffic Management
the item is still on the drawing board. tability needs stated by the user. Command.
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Management and
0 1Productivity

Providing the right people and
materiel resources at the right place, at '

the right time, in the right amounts.
General Larry D. Welch, USAF

She subject that always tops mismatch between the willingness of tics, infra-structure, positioning of '?"

our Air Force priority list the Congress to approve dollars to in- materials, morale of the force-all
and that of the other services vest in new equipment and their great very important, but more equipment
is the whole business of at- reluctance to approve the manpower readiness and training are the most
tracting, recruiting, training, that must go with that equipment. And direct, measurable outputs of increas-

managing, motivating and retaining that mismatch remains, even as the ed productivity.
the quality people it takes to build and willingness to provide equipment As to the most directly controllable
sustain adequate military forces. dollars wanes. We could spend a lot of opportunities to increase productivity

Human resources in our military time on the apparent reasons for that in the two areas I've mentioned, the
forces is a big subject. Furthermore, it mismatch, but for the moment it's just first is the most straightforward-
is clear to me that the drivers of human a fact of life. During the past 4 years, providing the right kinds of people and
resources planning in the military the Air Force has been authorized less materiel resources at the right place, at

' forces have much in common with than one-half the manpower growth the right time, in the right amounts.
private-sector challenges. associated with fielding new equip- We do well in recruiting and initial ..-

ment, and we see clear indications that qualification training of people. We do
While we continue to do well at trend will continue. Those facts alone reasonably well in retaining our ex-

building quality U.S. military forces demand that we find ways to increase perienced people, although further
manned by quality people, we are, productivity. But beyond that, it is as tinkering with compensation-to in-
nonetheless, seized with the need to do clear to us whose end-products are clude retirement-can destroy that
much better, deterrence and military capability, as overnight. But that's another subject.
Drivers of Personal Planning it is to those who compete on an And we do well in providing the

Beyond the normal drive to do economic basis, that nothing can material wherewithal to do the job.
everything better, there are compelling leverage our investment as powerful- The second factor is setting at-
reasons for our preoccupation. I see ly as increasing the productivity of our tainable standards and goals that the
three forces demanding better planning people. producers believe are attainable and
and execution in the human resources You understand at least as well as I necessary. We have work to do there,
area. The first two are largely how complex that subject is, but let me and doing that is not as useful as it

economic. In the armed forces, as in mention some factors that seem to me should be until we do better at the
the private sector, a major part of the to be the most compelling in my third step. And that step is decentraliz- ':'

cost of doing business is people. business and then concentrate on just ing authority and responsibility so
Secondly, we compete with an increas- one of those factors. there is a line individual with the clear
ingly robust economy for the available It's probably useful to define our authority and responsibility and ac- -,
pool of high-quality people, and that specific products. I mentioned the countability for a specific piece of our
competition will become more, not overall result is deterrence and war- business. I'll come back to that, but the
less, intense, fighting capability; but the most last two factors are also straightfor-

The third driver is the most im- specific, most measurable ingredients ward: measuring how well thatmediately compelling and the most that add up to those outcomes in dai- business is being accomplished and Lfrustrating. The increased investment ly operations are equipment readiness rewarding success while withholding
in modernization and growth over the and training, reward from those who don't succeed.

That last point may be self-evident,
past 4 or 5 years has produced, and Equipment Readiness and Training but it takes some attention to ensure
will continue to produce, correspon- There are obviously lots of essentials we continue to distinguish between the
ding growth in the demand for both that surround those-strategy and tac- jewels and crown.
quality and quantity of military and
civilian manpower. This is taken from remarks made by Decentralizing Authority .. ,

But, it's painfully clear that the Con- General Welch to the National Forun I presume no one will find fault with

gress is not likely to agree to provide on Human Resource Planing, any of those factors, but let me focus

L that manpower. We see a continuing Baltimore, Md., the past May. more specifically on the most key ele-
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If the unit completed monthly production 3 days
before the end of the month, they could go fishing-if
they fell behind, they could work Saturday and Sunday.

ment in my opinion, and that is decen- interest and energy of people at the In any case, productivity is not
tralizing authority and responsibility production end of our business, driven nearly so much by the quality
so there is a line individual with clear of management decisions-important
authority and responsibility for a I am reminded of Cohn's Law, pro- as those may be-as by the quality of
specific piece of our business. The vided me b' a friend in the Israeli Air the execution. It's the commitment and

* private sector has proved over and Force: dedication of the people at the point
dver again how well that works, so it's The more time we spend in repor- of execution that drives productivity.
not a startling new idea. I single out ting on what we are doing, the less About 6 years ago, one of our field . --.
that factor because there always seems time we have to do anything. Stabili- commands, in which I served, began
to be a powerful pull to drag authori- ty is achieved when we spend all our to decentralize authority with
ty to higher levels, particularly in large time doing nothing but reporting on vengeance. Among the reasons were
enterprises with layers of management the nothing we are doing. continuously declining training output,
and most particularly in government. measured in training sorties, and

As one element of that pull, we Decentralized Execution declining equipment readiness.
found in Air Force, for example, that To reverse that trend, the U.S. Air The process of doing that was
what could and should and will be a T-thhp oh
great boon to productivity -data Force launched a concerted drive to simplicity itself. The approach was to
automation-also had become an refocus on decentralized execution, initially adopt as standards those .-' '.
unholy force for elevating authorit with the very helpful support of the already being met by the best pro-
levels. The process, once examined deputy secretary of defense. I say to ducers. We then filled every unit to full

refocus because U.S. Air Force combat resources until the resources ran out,
maas itpsle o D automation doctrine- inherited from the Army- leaving the remaining two or three '
makes it possible to provide great has always demanded centralized u v ae-l t: volumes of detailed information at the maddcnrlzd units virtually empty. That eliminated
top.mesof That, led ifomath at ar- assigning of missions and resources, a prime excuse for non-performance.top. That, coupled with the natural ar- and very much decentralized directio* -: .,

rogance of higher headquarters, led to and vrmuhdcnalzdietion
both the proclivity and the apparent of the use of those resources to ac- Management concentration was

comphlishrthoseamissionstshifted from evaluating the process to. mens t mak moreand ore eci-complish those missions...
means to make more and more deci- measuring the product. And the units
sions at higher and higher levels. Un- We started with a restatement of were told they could run their business
fortunately, the resulting microman- those principles signed by the secretary their way within very general
agement from higher levels led to more of the Air Force and the chief of staff. guidelines, but they were expected to
reports and more information flow to We invited field commanders to par- meet the production standards. They ,.
the top. ticipate much more fully in our pro- were absolutely accountable for the "-

All that was and is aided and abet- gramming and budgeting, and outcome, and that outcome was
ted by levels outside the services. As therefore our goal-setting process. We carefully measured and evaluated. As
just one example, I read in a paper that started a careful review of the purposes a part of proof of accountability, if the

the Congress tasked DOD for 458 and uses of data automation. For ex- unit completed their monthly produc-
special reports in 1984, on top of more ample, we are chasing down the uses tion, measured in training sorties and - -

than 1,300 appearances by senior of all reports to higher levels. The in- equipment readiness, three days before
witnesses before 96 committees and itial effort was to concentrate on one the end of the month, they could go
subcommittees totaling more than of our larger bases to track down both fishing. If they fell behind, they could
2,100 hours of testimony. That was ends of the information pipe. You work Saturday and Sunday.
along with 85,000 written queries and won't be surprised to know that in all That gave every man in the unit a
more than 600,000 phone calls. The too many cases the pipe emptied into direct stake in the outcome and very
result is that we provide levels of detail emptiness. Someone generated the re- quickly; goldbrickers became pariahs .o
sto the U.S. Congress about such things quirement for information, but no one and the troops worked not only harder

as wing-level logistics that I didn't need was using it. In the short time we've but smarter. At the same time, the
. to know as a wing commander. been engaged, we've eliminated 268 leadership found ways to provide more %

None of that is intended as an indict- reports, and I think that's a very weak professional workplaces on the theory
ment of data automation or the Con- start. One thing is clear-much of that that if we expect a quality perfor-
gress, but simply as an iliustration of information flow aided and abetted in- mance, we owe a quality workplace.
where events can take us if we lose appropriate centralizing. It does not
sight of what drives productivity up add to the quality of decisions and cer- U Genral Welch is Copinnander in
and what, on the other hand, stifles the tainly does not add to productivity. Chief, Strategic Air Comman ,d.
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We provided quicker access to tools at the lowest practical cost. If we man- Transportability
1 4 and spare parts and all the wherewithal date longer service, we end up with (Continued from page 41)

to get the job done, because now the fewer people in the year groups we
troops, accountable for production, need most while raising the cost. If we of Transportability Guidance
demanded that higher levels of lower the overall retired pay, we lower Technical Manuals. These manuals ex-
management concentrate on what the career compensation that long and plain how to lift, tie down, and
helped that production, not on what painful experience has shown is re- restrain equipment on flatcars, trucks
process was used. quired to retain the people we need and trailers, ships and aircraft. '--"

I am totally convinced from that and when we need them. Those who say The Future of Transportability
other experiences that we not only get the retirement system is too generous Engineering
more productivity from decentralizing are really saying that career compen-
responsibility and authority, but we sation is too generous. For those who The future offers many oppor-

also get smarter decisions from the may believe that, I quote Norman tunities for transportability engineer-

commander or supervisor on the Augustine, former under secretary of ing. Project managers are taking the

He or she has the most direct stake in the Army. program more seriously, but our
defense needs are making the program .-, ,.the outcome of that decision and can I'm not sure what 'comparability' a real challenge.

concentrate full attention on the execu- means. For example, in my operation
tion of that decision. Furthermore, it we have 16,000 employees performing To meet the threat, the Army is

builds human resources; nothing a variety of important tasks. But I can't changing its force structure by adding
builds managers and leaders like quite imagine having recruited them by light divisions and by increasing the
responsibility and authority, saying: firepower of its armor and mechaniz-

ed divisions with modern, high-tech
Part of the resistance to decentraliz- Now, this job I'd like you equipment. This modernization pro-

ing comes, of course, from the layers to take will require you be- gram is giving us a much more capable
of intervening managers since they ing on call 24 hours a day, force but, at the same time, because of
perceive a threat to their functions. 365 days a year. You will the trend to heavy-up our equipment,
They are absolutely right, be expected to pick up and our strategic mobility assets are being

Compensation, Force Structure move every three years to taxed to their limits.
Management anywhere in the world you Meeting the threat must be the top

are told, and frequently you Meeorting bthes threa Amus bhevtopLet me address the overall issue of will be unable to bring your priority, but as the Army adds heavier,
compensation and force structure family with you. Often larger, more sophisticated combat
management in the armed forces, your family will be required vehicles to its inventory, the transpor-
There are two or three things unique to live in substandard tability engineer's job gets tougher and
about the armed forces personnel 40-year-old temporary tougher. What we need to do,
situation other than the oft declared- housing and, by the way, I whenever possible, is to develop
and absolutely true-matter of unique can almost guarantee that if smaller, lighter equipment. Project
demands on military people. you spend your entire managers must think small and insist

One is that we must grow all our career with us you will at that our equipment be designed so it
own midlevel technicians, managers some point be placed in a can be easily transported. That, after

and leaders, and we need lots of position where you will be all, is the goal of the engineering for

them-some 202,000 staff sergeants shot at by some people in- transportability program. Improved
through master sergeants and 72,000 tent on terminating your strategic deployability, through ap-"

captains through lieutenant colonels, life prematurely. plication of transportability engineer-ing principles, is tht aim of the Military
Given the time it takes to produce that Now the problem I have is what one Traffic Management Command and
level of skills and experience, and the would consider to be comparable pay particularly its Transportation
number we need, we require large for a job like that, Engineering Agency. it rnpotto
numbers of people with somewhere Well, to return to the broader sub-
between 8 and 20 or 27 years ex- Only with transportability can our
perience. We don't need or want the ject of human resources planning, let increasingly effective military force be
bulk of our people to serve much me just reiterate that quality people projected to distant theaters as crises
beyond 21 years. We do need and get properly trained, motivated and com- arise. Only with transportability can
a top supervisor and leadership force pensated are clearly the key to success we hope to accomplish anything ap-
serving to 30 or 35 years. Hence, we in our military business, and in proaching our accomplishment 40
need a system that provides adequate yours.E years ago on the beaches of .'.

career compensation and force Normandy. .
management for large numbers of peo- Whenever in this publication "man," Did You Know ..'::? ,pie serving 20 years and more. .-"men," or their related pronouns ap- That the rank of four-star general

That's what the retirement system pear, either as words or parts of words was created in 18667
does and is supposed to do. It's not a (other than with obvious reference to
pension. It's an earned entitlement and named male individuals), they have That 1940 was when the first U.S. .- -,
the key to our force structure manage- been used for literary purposes and are Army parachute battalion was '

ment system. It works, and it works meant in their generic sense.E created.
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